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CLASSIFICATION OF NUCÜLID PELECYPODS (1) 
hy [fubert G. SCHEXCK (2) (Stanford University, California). 
Introduction. 
When one reviews tlie various seliemes for the classification 
of bivalve moUusks, such as those by Da Costa (177G), de Blain-
ville (182Ö), Lamarck (1835), Meiike (1830), Deshayes (1839), 
Broun (1819), Woodward (1880), Neumayr (1884), Pelseneer 
(1889, 1900, 1911), Dali (1895), Steuta (1908), Douvillé (1912), 
Marc]i(1912), llaas(1929), and Davies(1933) (3), one is forced to 
the realization that the early arrangements were merely aids in 
tlie identification of specimens — really in the nature of artifi-
cial keys — and that they were not phylogenetic classifications. 
Nor have later efforts met with outstanding success. The reason 
for this failure is clear : it is due to the attempt to integrate un-
digested data of varying quality. That is to say, some groups 
liave received extensive investigation, others l i t t le; consequently 
some families are defined by narrow limits and others are scar-
cely defined at all. Neither are we ready to say wliat morpho-
logic characters should be accorded the greatest weight, nor to 
(1) A preliminary report on this subject was read before the Paci-
fic Coast Section of the Palaeontological Society of America, Los 
Angeles, California, 8 April, 1933. 
(2) Stanford University, California ; Advanced Fellow, C. E. B. 
Educational Foundation, Incorporated; Collaborateur du Musée 
royal d'Histoire naturelle de Belgique. 
(3) Dates in parentheses refer to the bibliographic references on 
pages 60-68. 
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assert that the soft parts constitute a final court of appeal in 
matters of zoologie taxonomy. If agreement or a compromisw 
could be reached as to where generic and family lines should be 
drawn, we should then be iu a position to deal with groups of 
integrated units that could be moulded ultimately into a geneti<-
classification. My aim iu tiiis paper is to attempt to define one 
molluscau family, the Nucuiidae, by the use of shell chaiacters 
alone (4). 
Much information has been assembled that may be of use to 
systematists who, before adding to the already formidable list 
of generic, subgeneric, sectional, subsectional, and specific na-
mes, should take iuto account those names and those arrange-
ments already proposed. This information presents numerous 
problems that may l)e solved only by a study of suites of speci-
mens of the same species (5). 
Although I have dissected live iiuculids in the laboratory and 
have studied many shells ranging in age from early Paleozic to 
Kecent, and although I liave discussed the classification of uiicn 
lids in particular and of pelecypods (6) in general with many 
zoologists and paleontologists, I have neither seen a sufficient 
number of specimens nor gained a sufficiently exhaustive fund 
of data to warrant dogmatic conclusions and to coordinate satis-
factorily divergent opinions. Nevertheless, in view of the fact 
that Nucula is the radicle for many proposed phylogenies of 
the pelecypods, and since the family Nuculidae is obviously so 
little understood, even a preliminary report such as this is war-
ranted. 
(4) A general summary of the anatomy of the nuculids and uucu-
loids, with the description of additional material, is being prepared 
by Professor Harold Heath, of Stanford University, California. 
(5) The illustrations of several hundred of the species of the Nu-
culidae are worthless and of many others incomplete. Such a magni-
ficent monograph, for example, as that by Prashad (1932) contains 
excellent views of the exterior of several species, but not one of the 
interior. 
(6) In my unpublished paper on Aeila I have discussed the use 
of the word i< pelecypod ». Those who consider « lamellibranch » more 
fashionable are welcome to employ that term (or any one of the 
dozen or more others) for the mollusks dealt with in this note. By 
(( nuculid » I mean a member of the family Nuculidae; « nuculoid », 
on the other hand, is less precise: it refers to something that is 
Nucula-Mke but not necessarily a member of the Nuoulidae. 
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Review of the literature. 
To the family Nucuiidae various writers have assigned many 
genera, subgenera, sections, and even subsections. Representa-
tives of some of these taxonomie units are illustrated in 
the accompanying plates. Any attempt to define a family 
must, of course, take into account such forms as have 
been allocated to it. A review of all of the publications in 
which one finds mention of nucoloid mollusks though desirable 
is not feasilde. The literature cited herein shows how the 
pendulum of concepts of taxonomie units swings from one ex-
treme — very broadly defined categories — to the other extreme 
— minutely defined units. 
That the nuculids comprise but a fraction of the genus Area 
of Linné was recognized by Lamarck (1805). He observed, also, 
that the nature of the hinge characterizes the nuculids. 
De France (1825) separated the spe<'ies of Nucula into two 
groui)s : (A) those having a smooth margin and (H) species with 
3 denticulate margin. The latter division included a newly-
described species, « Nucula^ Hammeri » from Gundershofen — 
a species that later was selected as the type of a new subgenus. 
The genus Nucula^ according to IJang (1829), shcnild be classi-
fied in the same family as ('nctillaea, « Archa », « Pectunculiis », 
and Trif/onia; and to the family « Arcacea », Muller (1836) allo-
cated the genera Area, Byssoarca, « Pectunculus », and Nucula. 
D'Orbigny (1844) regarded as members of the family Nucu-
lidae (« Famille des Nuculidae ») Nucula, NucuUna (type, Nu-
cula niiliaris Deshayes) and Pectuncalina (type, here designa-
ted, Pecfunculina yuerauyeri d'Orbigny). The last named two 
genera Avould not be considered members of the family by most 
modern systematists. The genus Nucula he proposed to divide 
into three divisions : 
1. The Laevigatae, for the smooth, oval or rounded species 
such as N. ohtusa, alhensis, and oiyata. 
2. The Rofitratae, for species that we would to-day place in 
the family Nuculanidae (« Ledidae »). 
3. The Pectinatae, for the generally oval or triangular species 
having transverse striae, such as Nucula pectuiata. 
Tlie family « Arcadae », as viewed by Forbes and IJanley 
(1853), was a large one, comprising Nucula, Leda, Area, and 
« Pectunculus ». 
Pictet (1855) in his ninth family — « Arcacides » — placed 
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not only Arca^ sensu stricto, but also « Pvctiinculus », Limnpsis, 
Nucula, Nîwunella, « Lcda » and others. Ile stated (pp. 542-543) 
that the family is characterized, among other things, by its den-
tition and by an external ligament, but he recognized that the 
majority of conchologists of his day agrees in separating the nu-
culids from the arcids (7) because of the internal ligament in 
the case of the former and because of certain characters of the 
animal. Yet he did not aù.o])t this division for he was of the 
opinion that its value is debatable, in view of the facts that the 
characters selected do not have family value and that the nucu-
lids are very variable. 
H. and A. Adams (1858) separated the family Nuculidae 
(Nuciila and Acila) from the family « Ledidae » (8). 
An opinion similar to tliat expressed by Pictet was held by 
Jeffreys (18C3). Nuciila, he was convinced, should be placed in 
the same family — « Arcidne, Lowe » — as « Leda » Limopsis, 
« Pectiinciiliis », and Area. His subdivisions of Niicitia are as 
follows : 
A. Inner margin notched. 
Niicula sulcata Bronn, N. nucleus Linné, N. vitida (!. I ' . 
Sowerby. 
B. Inner margin plain. 
Nucula tenuis Montagu. 
Kécluz (18G9) was specific in his reasons for separating the 
family Nuculidae from the « Ledidae ». 
On the other hand, Homes (1870), a contemporary of Béclnz, 
assigned to the family Nuculidae the genera Nucula Lamarck, 
Nucunella Wood, and Lcda Schumacher, although he did diffe-
rentiate Limopsis, « Fectunculus », and Area as the family 
« Arcacea ». 
Stoliczka (1871), having defined the family Nuculidae, subdi-
vided it into the subfamily Nuculinae, comprising Nucula and 
Acila, and the subfamily Sareptinae, including Karepta and 
Ctenodouta. 
(7) The word « arcid D is here used as a general term for members 
of the family Arcidae. 
(8) The family name was corrected to Nuculanidae liu the table 
of errata accompanying the volume. 
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EXPLAxYATlON OF PLATE I. 
Representa t ives of some of the genera t ha t have been referred 
to the family K'liculidae by various au tho r s . According to the 
views e.xpressed in th is pa[)er only those marked by a n aster isk 
a r e al located to the family. These figures a r e somewhat gene-
ral ized. 
1. Neilo cuming'd A. Adams. (Modified after H. & A. Adams, The 
Genera of Recent Mollitsca, London, 1858, pi. 126, fig. 3a.) Scale not 
given. 
2. Nuruhnm pernula (Mull.) (Modified after H. & A. Adams, 
o}). cit., pi. 126, fig. 4a — as Leda.) Scale not given. 
3. Cadomia typa de Tromelin. (ifodified after Douville, Bull. Sor. 
Geul. Fr., 1912, 4 sér., t. 12, p. 439, fig. 6.) Scale not given. 
4. Yuldia Ihnatuln (Say). (Modified after Verrill & Bush, Am. 
Juurn. Sci., vol. 153, 1897, p. CO, fig. 12.) Length of shell, 51.0 mm. 
*5. Acila (Acila) divaricuta subsp. nov. (original sketch). Length, 
43.0 mm. Recent; Japan . 
6. Tindaria callititiforinin Verrill & Bush. (Modified after Verrill 
& Bush, op. cit., p. 61, fig. 21.) Length, 6.9 mm. 
7. Lijrodesma sp. (Modified after Douville, op. cit., p. 439, fig. 7.) 
Scale not given. 
*8. Xiictild nurleua Linné. (Modified after H. & A. Adams, op. cit., 
pi. 126, fig. 3a.) Scale not given. Recent; Europe. 
9. /.soarca cordiformis Ziet. (Modified after Dall in Zittel, Text-
Book of I'uleontologi/, Eastman Ed., 1913, p. 443, fig. 664.) Length, 
23.5 mm. 
10. « Plcurodon » oralis Wood. (Modified after E. A. Smith, Chal-
lenger Deport, Zool., vol. 13, 1885, pi. 19, fig. la — as Nuculina.) 
Length, 2.7 mm. The genus is Nucinellu S. Wood 1850. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I I . 
Representa t ives of some of the genera tliat liave been referred 
to the family Nucul idae by var ious a u t h o r s . According to the 
views e.xpressed in this paper only those marked by an as ter isk 
a re al located to the family. These figures a re somewhat gene-
ral ized. 
11. t.edelhi me.tsanenxis (Seguenza). (Modified after Verrill & Bush, 
op. cit., p. 60, fig. 13.) Length, 5.8 mm. 
12. Sareptn ahiissicola E.A. Smith. (Modified after Smith, op. cit., 
pi. 20, fig. 6a.) Length, 5.1 mm. 
13. (( /'ftlaemieilo » hopensacki de Vern. (Modified after Douville, 
ojj. cit., p. 439, fig. 6.) Scale not given. 
14. Redonia sp. (Modified after Douville, up. cit., p. 441, fig. 15.) 
Scale not given. 
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15. Liiiiopsin mnrioiie.nsis Smith. (Modified after Smith, op. cit., 
pi. 18, fig. 2a.) Length, 28.0 mm. 
16. « Glomus i> nitens Jeffreys. (Modified after Verrill & Bush, 
op. cit., p. 60, fig. 2.) Length, 3.0 mm. The generic name should be 
Pristigloma. 
17. Actinodotita obliqua Phillips. (Modified aft«r Douville, op. 
cit., p. 440, fig. 10.) Scale not given. 
18. Mfnlletia obtusa (Sars) . (Modified after Verrill & Bush, up. cit., 
p. 60, fig. 9.) Length, 2.9 mm. 
*19. Nuculopsis girttji Schenck, ii. n. for Niicula ventricosa Hall . 
Sketch of a specimen 12.3 mm. long from the late Paleozoic of North 
America. 
*20. Palaeonuciila hiunmeri (De France). (Modified after W. Quen-
stedt, Geol. u. I'ahieont. Abh., Jena, 1930, Neue Folge, Band 18, 
Heft 1, Tafel I I , fig. 9.) Length, 17.7 mm. Jurass ic ; Europe. 
An early Avork on the nnculids is that by Bellardi (1875). His 
classification, summarized, was as follows : 
Family Nuculidae GKAY. 
Subfamily Nnculinae. 
Genus Nncidfi LAMAR<'K. 
Subfamily Ledinae. 
(jenus Leda SK'HTMACHP^K. 
Genus Yohlia MÖLLEK. 
Subfamily Malletinae. 
Genus Mallefia DESMOI'LINS. 
Genus Neilo H. and A. ADAMS. 
(ienus Tindaria BELLAUDI. 
The name Jupiferiu Bellardi, 1875 (type, Niiciila concava 
Bronn, 1831) was shown by Kacco (1898) to be a subgenus of 
Portlandia and hence needs no further consideration. 
Seguenza (1877) recognized that the Tertiary nnculids fall 
into the following categories : 
.A. Margin crenulated or denticulate; surface smooth or nearly 
so. Examples: Nncula placentina Lamarck, Nucula nitida So-
wer by. 
B. Shell transversely costate or corrugated; margin denticu-
late, pjxamples: Nvcula sulcata Bronn, Niicula jeffrei/.tii Bel 
lardi. 
C. Snrface smooth; margin lacking denticulations. E.\ainples: 
Nucula decipens Philippi, 'Nuctila glatira Philippi, Nncula cor-
huloides Seguenza. 
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P I ATE 1 
1 2k tilo cummgit, 2 NucuJana peniuki',?, Cadomia ti/p(i, 4 Yoldia 
limatuJa, 5 Acila divaitcata subsp nov , 6 Tmdai ui laUtsti 
foniiii, 7 Li/rodesma, 8 Niicida iiu,cleuà, S> Isoarca coidifor-
mis, 10 « I'leuiodoii » ovahs 
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PLATE I I . 
11. Le'lella inessiuiensis; 12. Sureptu (ibi/ssicola; 13 (c l'uhtcuneilo n 
hopeiisarki; 14. liedujiiia; 15. Limopsis vuuiunensis; 16. Fristi-
gloma nitens; 17. Actinodonta obliqua; 18. Malletia obtusa; 
19. Nuculojisis girtiji; 20. Palaeonucula hammeri. 
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The family « Arcadae » in Woodwaid's (1880) manual com-
prises Area, Cucullaea, « Pectunculus », Limopais, Nucula, 
l-soarca, « Leda », Solenella, and ? Solemya. 
James Hall (1881) placed in the family Nuculidae the genera 
\ucula, Nuculites, Pyrenomoeus, Yoldia, « Leda », Palaeoneilo, 
and Tellinomya (9). Of these forms only Nucula Avould to-day 
l)e considered a member of the family. 
Fischer's (1887) arrangement of the family is as follows : 
1. Xuculinae, with a single genus, Nucula. 
2. Cucullellinae, with Cucullella, Palaeoneilo, Ctenodonta, 
and Cardiolaria. 
3. Sareptinae, with Sarepta. 
4. Ledinae, with « Leda » and Yoldia. 
5. Malletiinae, with Malletia and Tyndaria. 
0. Lyrodesmatinae, with Lyrodesma, Actinodonta, Bahinka, 
Vytheradon, and Phaseolus. 
7. Genera Avhose positions are not well defined : Myoplusia, 
Ptychostolis, and Pyrenomaeus. 
What Fischer took to be family characters may be judged from 
one paragraph on page 081, freely translated: 
« The shape of the palps and of their curious appendages, the 
disi)Osition of the foot, and the absence of a byssus distinguish 
the Nnculidae from the Arcidae. » 
It is worthy of note, in passing, that Cossmann (1887) sepa-
rated the Nuculanidae (« Ledidae ») from the Nnculidae because 
each species of the latter family lacks a palliai sinus. 
lîigot (1889), describuig some Silurian pelecyjjods, expressed 
the belief that the genus Vadomia de Tronielin, 187G (type : 
(/. typa de Tromelin) should be ])laced in the family Nnculidae. 
A species of this genus is shown in I'l. 1, fig. 3. Although I have 
not seen s]iecimens of the type species, the fossil, judging from 
Bigot's figures, seems to lack a cliondroi)hore, and for this and 
other reasons I think that the genus belongs to another family. 
Barrois (1891) placed in the « Famille des Nuculidae » the 
Paleozoic genus Actinodonta I'hillips, 1848, a species of which 
is here figured (Tl. II,fig. 17). The genera Lyrodesma Conrad, 
(9) Tellinomya is figured in the 10th Ann. Report of the Regents 
of the University of the State of New York for the year 1856, p. 183 
(1857). 
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1841 (Aun. geol. Kej). N. Y., p, 51) ; Redonia Kouault, 1851 
(Bull. soc. géol. France, 2° sér., t. 8, pi. 3(i2, figs. 1-2) ; dtciio-
(lonia Kalter, 1851 (Kept. Brit. As,soc., p. G3) ; NiicuJites Con-
rad, 1841 (Geol. Surv. N. Y. Ann. lîep. 1811, p. 19) ; and Nucn-
lana Link, 1807 (Beschr. natur. Sainml. Rostock), were all 
assigned to the family Nuculida«, but I doubt if there are many 
living qualified systematists who would agi-ee to this arrange-
ment. AVhy one should place in the same family a genus Avith a 
hinge like that of Actinodonta and one like that of NiiciiJa I 
cannot understand. 
Von Koenen (1803) considered both Nvciila and « Leda » as 
belonging in the JS'nculidae, but he excluded those forms typi-
fied by Pleurodon ovalis Wood, that is to say, those forms that 
have been variously assigned to Pleurodon S. Wood, Nuculina 
d'Orl)igny, and Nucinella Wood. 
Bernard (1896) separate<l the Nuculidae from the « Ledidae » 
l)resumably on shell characters. 
DiaboUca diahollca was named by Jousseaume (1897) as a 
nuculid, but Laniy (192(!) assigned the species to Nvcin-ella 
S. AVood, 1850. I Iiave examined Jousseaiime's types in the Mu-
.séum National d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris and I agree with 
Lamy that the species is certainly not related to yuciila. 
Reasons for separating Kiicula and Nuculana were advanced 
by Hind (1807). He ])laced in the family Nuculidae not only 
these two genera l)iit also Ctenodonfa Salter 1851. 
In their « Revision of the Genera of Ledidae and Nu<Milidae 
of the Atlantic ('oast of tlie United States », A'errill and Bush 
(1897) stated that the latter family differs from the former 
« mainly in liaving no siphon tubes, the mantle edges being com-
jiletely disunited. « Tlieir arrangement of the family Nuculidae 
is this : 
Family Nuculidae d'Onii. 
Snljfamily Nuculinae. 
Genus Niiciila LAMAUCK. 
Genus Nuculinu d'OitniGXY, 1815. 
Subfamily Glominae. 
Genus Glomus .^KFFHKYH (10). 
(10) Dall (The Nautilus, vol. 14, 1900, p. 44), pointed out that 
the name for the moUusk Glomus Jeffreys, 1876, was preoccupied by 
Glomus Gistel, 1848 (a beetle) and substituted for the mollusk the 
name l'ristiylom,a. 
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In the following year, these authors (1898) placed the genus 
« Glo))iu,s' » (type designated G. nitens Jeffreys) in a new family, 
CJlomidae, distinct from Nuculidae. Tliey recognized (p. 849) 
that fossil species referred to Palaeoneilo agree in « nearly all 
essential characters » with the living genns Tindana, and they 
said (p. 850) that « it is probable tliat Naciilites and several 
related genera belong near this division, for they have an exter-
nal ligament and no resilium ». 
Their diagnosis of the family Nuculidae, as given on page 884, 
is as follows : 
« Shell not gaping, short-ovate, siibtrigonal, or rounded; pos-
terior end witliout a rostrum ; bealis usually curved backward ; 
no siphon tubes or palliai sinus. » 
Hedley (1902) described Pronucula as a new genus belonging 
to the Nuculidae. 
Borissjak (1904), describing the Nuculidae of tlie Jurassic of 
European Russia, considered that the family was made up of 
the genera « Palaeoneilo » Uall, Nuctila Lamarck, Leda Schu-
macher, and Phaenidesmia Bittner. He subdivided the Jurassic 
Nuculas as follows : 
Group Nucula Eudorac d'ürbigny, including several species, 
such as Nucula calliope d'Orbigny. 
Group Nucula Sana lîorissjak, among whii-h is N. pseudo-
Menkii Lor., well figured by the author. 
Group Nucula (?) circulifornti.s Borissjak. 
Nuculonm is a name proposed by Cossmann (1907) as a section 
of Nucula, the type species being Nucula caxfor d'Orbigny. 
Girty (1911) erected the genus Nuculopsiii (11) tyjiified by 
Niwula ventricosa Hall, non Hinds. 
Pelseueer's revised views on the phylogeny of bivalves were 
published in 1911, documented with numerous references to the 
literature. That such forms as Nucula with two adductor mus-
cles are archaic is to him a demonstrated basic ])rinciple, and 
he is equally certain that the gills afford the most important 
(11) Not of liollier, Ab. Schweizer. Palaeon. Ges., ^ol. 38, part 2, 
p. 64, 1912. (No type designated; illustrations poor). Eenamed Iso-
nurulana by Cox. The following note is supplied by L R. Cox 
(March 23, 1934). « Nuculopsis RoUier was renamed EuUieria by 
Cossmann (Rev. crit. Paléozool. XXIV, p. 82, 1920) and this fact 
was overlooked by Rollier himself when he renamed it Isoleda (also 
preoccupied) and by myself when I renamed it Isonucviluna. The 
type, N. •palmae Sow., is a Carboniferous Limestone species wrongly 
attributed to the Lias by Dumortier and others ». 
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criteria for the « genetic » classification which he represents 
graphically on page 11.'3. The family Xuciilidae is separated from 
the families « Ledidae », « I'ectunciilidae » and Arcidae. One 
remark (p. 121), freely translated, is as follows : 
« In the ascertaining that yitcida is the most archaic of living 
lamellibmiichs, one finds a rare example of the perfect agree-
ment of the phylogenetic results of conchologists (Neumayr, 
Bernard, Jackson) and of morphologists. )) 
I cannot express here all the reasons I have for believing that 
I'elseneer was too optimistic in this « perfect agreement ». Much 
depends upon how one defines Nnciila, and even more upon what 
is the actual paleontologie record. To date I have seen no Nu-
culw, serifiu stricto, in rocks of Paleozoic age. 
Douvillé (1912) attached importance to the character of the 
shell, that is, whether the interior is nacreous or iiorcellanous 
Thus, all nuciilids are nacreous, taxodont bivalves. Moreover, 
to the family Nuculidae he assigned those forms in wlik'h the 
teeth converge towards the center of the valve. IJesides JViictila, 
he grouped in the same family the genera Ctenodonta Salter, 
Cudoinia de Tromelin, and Pahieoneilo (Consult fig. 3.3, I'l. I I ) . 
Except Nucula, none of these has a cliondrophore. Furthermore, 
one gathers the iinju'essioii that the ligament is external in the 
three genera, whereas it is internal in the case of Nucula. 
The discussion of the olas.sification of pelecypods bj' March 
(1012) em])hasized hinge characters, since the author is con-
\inced that « a gill classification must necessarily exclude all 
fossill forms, and so do away with the possibility of forming a 
plixlogenetic classification » (]t. 01). The paper is largely an 
ex[)ositi()n of ideas expressed by Bernard, whose works are cited. 
The family Nuculidae is phiced in an « order Pleurodonta », a 
name whicli « refers to the definite proof of the evolution of the 
taxodont teeth from internal ribs ». 
rossniaiin and I'eyi'ot (1012), attached great inii>ortance to 
the choudro]diore, which feature they claimed varies not only 
in its dimensions luit also in its inclination, its projection into 
the « umhonal cavity », and in other ways. But as for Acila, 
tliey were sceptical of its validity because the hinge does not 
appear to present any peculiarity. This opinion was based upon 
an examination of specimens of only one species — cobholdiae, 
as Professor Peyrot informed me by letter — and thus their 
opinion cannot be considered seriously. 
Another attempt to classify the nuculids is that by AVillianis 
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mid Hreger (lOKî), who erected the snbsemis 'Nvculoidea, dis-
tiuf>uished prinoipiiUy by a nonpect ina ted (not crenula ted) ven-
Ira l marg in , as seen on the in ter ior of the shell. 
Gillet (1924) [iroposed to group the uuculas in to four « bran 
flies 1) (12) as follows : 
l '" Section : — Lisses. 
1° l iamean : O v a t a e ; tyjie A', planata Desh. and var . Corneu 
liana d 'Orb . 
2° l lamean : I m p r e s s a e ; ty])e 'N. s^hnplex Ga rdne r . 
2" Sec t ion : I 'ectines ; ty])e: N. peciinata. 
'i^ Sec t ion : Acilae ; t y p e : Niiciila hirirgata Sow. 
There is l i t t le to recommend th is medieval a r r angemen t . H e r 
ideas regard ing the geographic d is t r ibu t ion of the living nncn-
lids a re iTiunature, and she acce])ted the widely-ipioted bu t nn-
proven opinion tha t the genus Suciila has been recognized in 
rocks a s old a s the S i lu r ian . 
The genus Niiciinclla d"Oi-l)igiiy (1S49) as emended and defi-
ned b.y E m . Vincent (1922), obviously does no t belong in the 
family Nucul idae , though it has been so classified (13). 
The name Ntieiilopfti^, twice before proposed for a ]>ele<-ypod, 
\ \ a s again applied to a nuciilid b.v Woodr ing in 1925. 
Qnens t ed t ' s (1930 (*) o]iinions concerning the nucul ids and 
nuculoids cannot be passed over briefl.v, for not only does he ]ire 
(12) The taxonomie category « rameau )> (translated « branch ») 
is not generally accepted and has no legal standing. See also foot-
note 15, page 14, regarding « subsection ». The Internat ional Rules 
of Zoological Nomenclature have received wide circulation and have 
recently been reprinted by Kar l Krejci-Graf (1932), together with 
Opinions 1-123, inclusive. The paper by Frizzell (1933) should also 
be in the hands of all systematists. 
(13) Dr. W. P. Woodring was good enough to examine a specimen 
of Nuciniella iiyili that I sent him and he reported (letter to me 
dated 11 December, 1933) that he doubts if it is closely allied to 1'ostt-
ligita Gardner (1916) (Upper Cretaceous vol. Maryland Geol. Sur-
vey, p . 543, pi. XXI, figs. 7-9). « Both have prosogyrate beaks and 
opistbodetic ligament, bat the plan of the two series of teeth is diffe-
rent, and in To^tJigita the ligament grooves are strongly oblique and 
extend up under the beak. » 
Attention is here directed to the fact that the original spelling 
XucuneUa has been changed by various writers after d'Orbigny. The 
original orthography should be retained. 
(*) The bibliography on pages 114-119 of this monograph contains 
many useful citations not included in the present paper. 
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sent a formai scheme of classification, with the proposal of new 
names, but he also inakes the definite statement (p. 108) that 
Acila is not a « natural » group, since (freely translated) : 
« When you finally see how divaricate sculpture is acquired 
independently in the most varied shells (Leda pella) (14) in a 
more or less similar manner as in Acila, then it is very probable 
that the ijlienomenou in the different groups of Nuciila arose at 
different times. In other words, Acila is not a genetic entity but 
is a polypliyletic compilation (Haiiuiivlbeyriff) — a convergence 
phenomenon. » 
Structure and sculjiture are independent of each other (]>. 108) 
and divaricate ribs, he maintains, represent merely a new deve 
lopment of a radially sculptured Nucula of the N. nucleus group. 
At some time between the Devonian and Jurassic, he holds 
(p. 89), bifurcation began, and it developed as a result of the 
forward motion of the animal ; this type of sculpture offers a 
more efficient aid in softening the dorso-veutral « recoil » of the 
sheJl during its movement. Concentric ribbing is, consequently, 
a primitive character in contrast to the more specialized radial 
and divaricate ribbing. Another result of movement is tlie en-
largement of the foot and the attendant acquisition of opistiio-
gyrous beaks. In brief, (Juentedt offers a mechanistic explana-
tion for the morphologic features exhibited by the nuculids, and 
bis ideas color his views on classification. 
Notwithstanding his philsosophical considerations and his re 
peated assertions that Acila is a « makeshift », he recognized it 
as a section of NucuM (p. 112), as may be seeu from the 
following summary of his arrangement : 
Genus Nucula (type : N. nucleus Linné). 
I . Subgenus Nucula. 
1. Section Nucula (s. s.). 
a. Subsection (15) Nucula (s. s.) 
(l l) Quenstedt overlooked the fact that » Leda » pella Lamarck 
(1819, p. 58) is the type of the subgenus Lembulus Risso, 1826. (See 
Bucquoy, Dautzenberg, and Dollfuss, Les Mollusques Marins du 
Roussillon, T. II, Fasc. V, Pélécypods (Fasc. 18), April, 1891, p. 218). 
I have examined Lamarck's holotype in the Muséum National d'His-
toire Naturelle in Paris and there is no doubt that the species is a 
member of the family Nuculanidae, and not Nuculidae. Quenstedt's 
objection to Acila is not cogent, since characters of generic rank in 
one family may have no classificatory value in another. 
(15) Systematists are still waiting for a definition — not to men-
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?>. Subsection Pectinucula (Type: N. peclinata 
Sowerby). 
2. Section Leionucula (Type: N. albensis d'Orbigny). 
3. Section Aoila (Type : N. divaricata Hinds). 
I I . Subgenus Palaeonuciila (Type : N. hantmeri (De 
France) (lironn). 
1. Section Palaeonuciila f.s. s.). 
2. Section Nnculoidea (Type: N. opima Hall (= Ran 
(lain Hall) . 
Althougli the i)ositiün and character of the beaks is of some 
importance, the major differen<'es, as seen by Quenstedt, are 
internal. For instance, he lays emphasis upon the « Bandgrube », 
wliich judging fi'om his figure 11, plate '2, is the chondrophore. 
liehind the chondrophore in Niicula, but not in Palaeonuvula, 
according to Quenstedt, is a « chondrophore tooth « {Bandgru-
benzahn). 
Some of the species of Aclla (cobholdiae and picturata) he 
classed (p. 110) with Leionucula; some (shumardi and conradi) 
go witli Nucula, s. s., and Aclla bivirgata is placed in the sub-
section Pectinucula along with Nucula pectinata Sowerby. Thus, 
although all of the species of Acila would be placed in the sub-
genus Nucula and none in the subgenus Palaeonucula^ Quenstedt 
would apparently place some species in sections other than 
Acila, s. s. 
The generic name Protonucuhi was given by Cotton (1930) to 
a small nuculoid from west of Eucla, Australia; the type species 
lacks a chondrophore. 
Ennucula and Dcminucula were proposed as new genera by 
Iredale (1931), with Nucula obliqua Lamarck and Nucula prae-
tenta Iredale (new name for N. umbonata Smith) respectively 
as types. Under a discussion of Nucula tenisoni Pritchard, Sin-
gleton (1932) remarked : 
« In its smooth inner ventral margin, oblique chondrophore, 
and hinge dentition, N. tenisoni agrees with N. obliqua, geno-
type of Ennucula Iredale (1931, p. 202), but these characters... 
seem to be of sectional ratlier than of generic importance. » 
J . Marwick (1931) pro])osed the name Limicula as a subgenus 
of Nucula. 
My preliminary arrangement of the divaricate nuculids appea-
tion legal recognitioQ — of a section. Now they have aji additional 
problem — a subsection ! 
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red in 1931, in the monograph by Grant and Gale (1931) (10). 
Accepting Nucula dicaricuta Hinds as the type species of 
Avila, sensu stricto, the name Tnincacila was applied to the 
truncate group of Acilas, with the type species designated as 
Niiciiln rnslrrnsis Hinds. 
In 19.3.3, Jawoiski (17), reviewing the abstract of my preli-
minary report on « lîivalves of the Genus Acila », accepted W. 
Quenstedt's evidence for rejecting Acila as a « natiirliche Ein-
heit ». This evidence is stated by Jaworski as follows : 
« Aus dem ludischen Ozeaii ist eine noch nicht beschriebene 
Art bekannt, bei der die divaricate Beripiiung erst auf dem Vor-
der- und llinterteil der Schale, aber noch nicht auf der Schalen-
mitte vorhanden ist. Die divaricate IJerippung ist nachweisbar 
von verschiedenen Kiiculiden-Gruppen unalihiingig voneinander 
erworben worden. » 
This undesci'ibed species might fall into the category named 
Liniicidu l)y iMarwick in 1931. In any event it certainly does not 
invalidate tlie taxonomie position of Acila whatsoever. 
Even to-day some authors insist on placing Gtcnodonta 
« Leda », and Yoldia in the family Nuculidae. As thus defined, 
llennig (1932) gives the range of the family as from Cambrian 
to the present (*). 
I'rashad (1933) defined the family Nuculidae and the genus 
Nucula; he iierpetuated the unproven belief that the genus ran-
ges in time from the Ordovician to Recent. 
Tlie high esteem I have for Professor Johannes Tliiele is not 
diminished by his recent (1934) treatment of the « Familia Nu-
culidae » in his valuable handbook. ITis statements therein illus-
trate what a gigantic task it is for any one ])ersoii to compile 
the names of described genera and subgenera of the bivalve mol-
lusks, not to speak of the difficulties in store for him who strives 
to evaluate the names by an examination of specimens. The 
author's arrangement of the family is this : 
(16) The abstract of my paper presented before the Pacific Coast 
Section of the Paleontological Society of America appeared under 
the title <i Bivalves of the Genux Adiu » in Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 
vol. 43, pp. 288-289, 1932. 
(17) JAWOESKI, E . (1933), Neues Jahrbuch f. Min., GeoL, und Pa-
liion. Referate, I I I , 1933, 5. Heft, pp. 1054-1055. 
(*) Some of the Paleozoic fossils called taxodont mollusks may 
actually belong to another phylum. Specimens of Lepen/itia hisingeri 
Schmidt, a Silurian ostracode, show what might be taken for taxo-
dont dentition ; these crustaceous are not unlike some nuculoids in 
shape. 
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Genus Niicula Lamarck 1799 (Synonym Niiculana Link 
1S07 (18). 
Subgenus Brevinucula, n. subgen. (Type by monotypy, Nticiila 
(juineensis Thiele.) 
Subgenus Leioriucula W . Quens tedt 1930. (Synonym Ennncula 
I redale . ) 
Subgenus Acila H . & A. Adams 1858. 
« Sectio » Trtmcacila G r a n t & Gale, 1931 (19). 
Subgenus Nucula, s. s. 
The genus Protomicula Cotton he says « ist Yon Tyndaria n icht 
wesenlich verschieden » a n d t h a t « DemiriÂCula Ired.i le 1931 
diirfte n icht verschieden sein ». I agree wi th both these s tate-
ments , for reasons expressed before read ing Professor Thiele 's 
book. 
I t is not clear from the discussion how Thiele would classify 
ProiiiiciiJa I ledley, but he informs me, in a le t ter dated 5 March, 
19.34, tha t lie considers Pronucula Hedley doubtfully a « Sec-
tion » of Niicula. 
Tile im])ortant monograpli by P fab (1934) appeared after th i s 
]>aper was sul)mitted for pnit l icat ion. The family Nucul idae is 
said to include the following Si lur ian genera : Ctenodonta Sa l te r ; 
Pvacleda P fab , nov. g e n . ; Pra^nuciila P fab , nov. g e n . ; and 
Pseiidacijrtodonta P fab , nov. gen. I would exclude all of tliese 
from tlie family. His ideas of the pliylogeny of the t axodonta a re 
liased on the assumpt ion tliat Nncnla occurs in the Devonian. 
(18) L. E. Cox comments as follows (March 23, 1934): « I think 
that the argument that Nuciilana was an emendation of the name 
Xucida and therefore a synonym was brought forward in the first 
place by Dall. » 
(19) I t is expressly stated in the monograph by Grant and Gale 
that Schenck is the author of the name Truncacila. In my opinion, 
the authorship of this name is fully covered by the International 
Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, but Thiele and at least one other 
of the leading systematists m Europe hold the view that the author 
of a name is the author of the note in which that name is published. 
They maintain that if the naime of the author of the unpublished 
manuscript is cited, it might lead to a fruitless search by subsequent 
workers among that author's papers (if any) in a attempt to find 
the original description. This objection is not serious, because the 
author 's name may be given in addition to the name of the author 
of the published note; e. g. Tiuncacda Schenck MS in Grant & Gale, 
1931. 
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Taxonomie units eligible for selection as Members 
of the family NucuUdae. 
Modern workers agree that the divisions 2-7 of Fischer's clas 
sification, that is, the Cucullellinae, Sareptinae, Ledinae, Malle-
tiinae, Lyrodesmatinae, and Myoplusia, Ptyohostolis, I'yrotio-
maeus, and « Glomus » Jeffreys are not members of the family 
Nuculidae. Tliere is no reason to place in the family those forms 
that lack taxodont dentition and a chondrophore. Nor should 
the family include tliose forms that possess a palliai sinus (20), 
or those genera whose representatives have definite siphons, 
such as Nuculana (<•<. Leda y>), since present-day qualified zoolo-
gists are in accord with conchologists in placing this genus in 
another family than the Nuculidae. "We eliminate from couside 
ration, therefore, those genera figured on PL I and I I , except 
numbers 5 (Acila), 8 (Nucula), 19 (Nuculopsis Girty), and 20 
(Palaeonucula). We need not consider many of the other 
genera, such as Ctenodonta, mentioned on the preceding pages. 
The taxonomie units that cannot be so summarily dismissed will 
be arranged for convenience under four main headings : (A) 
those having shells with denticulate ventral margins ; (B) those 
having smooth inner ventral margins ; (C) those with divaricate 
sculpture and (D) systematic position uncertain. 
(A) FORMS WITH DENTICUI.ATE VENTRAL MARGINS : 
(1) NUCULA Lamarck, 1799. (Type by monotypy: Area nu 
rleus Linné.) 
PI. I, fig. 8; PI. I l l , fig. 2; PI. IV, figs. 4, 4a, 4b; PI. V, figs. 1, la. 
Lamarck, Mém. Soc. d'llist. Nat. de Paris, p. 97, 1799. 
The following is Lamarck's (1799) original description of 
Nucula : 
« 104. Nucule. Nucula. 
Coq. presque triangulaire, inéquilatérale ; charnière en 
ligne brisée, garnie de dents nombreuses, transverses, 
parallèles ; une dent cardinale oblique, en gouttière et 
hors de rangs ; les crochets contigus ; tournés en arrière. 
Area nucleus. Lin. » 
(20) Presence or absence of a palliai sinus may not be a character 
of family importance. 
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Eucquoy, Dautzenberg, and Dollfuss aptly remarked (21) that 
the diagnosis of « Area » nucleus Linné given in tlie « Systema 
Naturae » is so incomplete that it is impossible to recognize the 
species to which it refers. This is the description in the lOtli 
edition of « Systenia Naturae », p. C95 : 
« A. testa oblique ovata laeviuscula, iiatibus incurvis, margine 
crenulato, cardine arcuato ciliari. 
Habitat in Europa. » 
I t is likely that the figures accompanying the Roussillou mo-
nograph cited above (pi. 37, figs. 15-21) are of the type species. 
Tlie figures presented here on Plates I I I , IV and V are of 
specimens furnished by Dr. Ph. Dautzenberg, with the accom-
l)anying I'einarks (22) : 
« L'Arca Nucleus a été si mal défini par Linné et son habitat: 
« in Europa » est si vague, qu'il est impossible de connaître non 
seulement l'habitat précis de son type, mais même de savoir si 
les auteurs ont eu raison d'employer comme ils l'ont fait le nom 
Nucula nucleus. Tout eu acceptant cette interprétation à cause 
de sa longue tradition, il serait prudent de l 'attribuer à : (Linné) 
auctorum. » 
The following is a brief characterization of these shells : 
Sliell closed, not gaping ; profile ovate-trigonal ; a « pouting » 
of the escutcheoual area, which the radial ribs do not cross ; 
beaks opisthogyrate, appressed ; prodissoconch unoriiamented ; 
radial ribs faint, low, wide and flat, often difficult to see on the 
middle part of the shell, but they are more distinct near the 
ventral margin where they form the « pectinate margin » ; inter-
s])aces narrow, about one-tenth the width of the ribs ; interior 
nacreous ; palliai line simple ; two subequal adductor muscle 
scars and additional muscle scars ; l(>nger (anterior) row of 
teeth arched, ^^ith 16 ± to 24 ± teeth; the shorter (posterior) 
row straight with 7 + to 11 ± ; axis of chondrophore forms an 
arc of a circle of which the arcuate dorsal margin is a part ; 
dimensions of some of the sjiecimens are given in Table I, 
]iage 20. 
European conchologists are not in accord on the subject of the 
(21) BucQUOY, E., DAUTZENBERG, Ch. and DOLLFUSS, G. (1891), 
Les Mollusques marins du Roussillon, t. 2, Pélécypodes, p. 212, April, 
1891. 
(22) Letter from Dautzenberg to me, dated Paris, December 16, 
1933. 
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TABLE I 
Dimensions of some Recent specimens of Nuculn nnchns (Linné) 
from Europe (23). 
Local i ty 
Arcachon , au l a r g e , 
F r a n c e (Atlantic) 
(Drag haul) 
P o r t Vendres 
F r a n c e 
(Medi terranean) 
St Pa i r , Channel 
(Atlantic) 
As tan , nea r Roseoff, 
F r a n c e 
(Atlantic) 
Baie de Quiberon , 
F r a n c e 
(•Atlantic) 
Baie A u l a s 
l i e de Zante , 
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(23) Specimens supplied by Ph. Dautzenberg to the Musée royal 
d'Histoire naturelle de Belgique. 
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identity of Nuciila nucleus, to judge from the determinations of 
s])ecimeus in the museums that I have visited. I did not find 
Linné's type of « Area » nueleiin in the collections in Sweden. 
The original description of the si)ecies, however, leaves no doubt 
that the type is a form with a denticulate ventral margin. 
])r. Nils Odhner suggests (Oral communication) that the fol-
lowing are appro])riate tei'ius for the scars other than the adduc-
tor muscle scars : 
Tlie narrow, elongate scar clearly outlined in fig. 4, Plate I I I , 
and figures 1 and la , I'late V, may be called the median muscle 
scar. The small, oval or I'ouiid scar below the long one may be 
tci-med the central muscle scar. The numerous small scars 
between these two and the anterior adductor muscle scar may 
be designated the punctiform scars. 
To determine how many of the species assigned to-day to Nu-
cula, sensu stricto, actually belong there is an enormous task. 
I select as an illustration of morphologic differences certain 
species from the Tertiary of Belgium. 
I have seen several hnndred specimens of Nncula haesen-
donckii Nyst and Westendorp, 1839, from the upper Miocene 
(Anversian) sands near Bolderberg, Edegham, from mines at 
Ilouthaelen, etc. I t is a species ranging in length up to 26 mm. 
in length, in height up to 20 mm. and in thickness ("two valves) 
up to 20 mm. Especially characteristic is its form, high degree 
of inflatedness, impressed lunule and escutcheon, and Tnocera-
nmslike concentric ribs. The dentition is peculiar : commonly 
the ends of several ])osterior teeth merge to form a sort of button 
under the proximal part of the cliondrophore. Some of the shells 
('xliibit numerous elongate muscle scars near the palliai line 
lietween the adductor muscle scars. The posterior adductor scar 
is often deeply impressed and bordered anteriorly by a ridge. 
Despite the fine radial ribs, the inner ventral margin is smooth, 
even on small individuals. 
Exceptionally large nuculas are those from the Chattian (up-
per Oligocène) of Belgium, known as Nuctila compressa Phi-
lippi (24). The largest shell I have examined is from mines at 
Ilouthaelen and measures 29.3 mm. in length, 22.2 mm. in height, 
and 14.7 mm. in thickness. The ventral margin is distinctly 
crenulate and low radial ribs cross the disk. Unworn shells ex-
(24) The identification of the specimens is based upon the illustra-
tions by Speyer (1884, pi. XVI, figs. 9-16). I have not seen the ori-
ginal description of the species. 
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liihit distinct coiioentric undulations. I have seen no well-pre 
served hinge, hut one individual has a chondrophore that is not 
as wide distally as in the case of N. nucleus. 
Nuciila duchastelii Nyst (1835, p. IG) (25) from the Kupelian 
clay (middle Oligocène) of Boom is a form with a crennlate ven-
tral margin.and weak radial ribs, but is specially characterized 
by strong concentric ribs. The species ranged during the middle 
Oligocène as far north as Denmark, if the identification by Itavn 
(1907, p. 254-255) is correct. Such sculpture aids in distinguin-
hing this species from shells called Niiriila comfa Goldfuss from 
the lower Kupelian (middle Oligocène) near Berg, in the vicinity 
of Kleyn-Spauweii, province of 1 imbourg, as recorded by van 
den Brojck (1883, p. '(S, etc.). 7lie type of comia (often spelled 
« compta ») « kommt zu Blinde und Astrupp vor », and accor-
ding to Speyer (1884, pi. IG, fig. 17-26) it is an Oligocène spe-
cies with radial ribs ; it is closely related to duchastelii. I have 
not had a chance to make a direct comparison of sjiecimens of 
duchastelii with JSluciila rtigosa- Odhuer (Arkiv for Zoologi, 
Bd. 12, 11° G, pp. 23-24, pi. I I , figs 15-18, 1919), a Kecent species 
from Tamatave, ^ladagascar. 
Nucula lunulata Nyst, 1^45, a common upper Eocene species 
near Brussels, has been redescribed' by Vincent (1925, p. 15-lG). 
The radial ribs are low and wide, as in the case of N. nucleus; 
the two species are also similar in profile and hinge characters. 
The chief difference is the greater « pouting » in the escutcheonal 
region, well figured by Nyst. Hence, there can be no doubt that 
Nucula^ sensu stricto^ occurs in rocks of Eocene age, and judging 
from the description of N. f/aultina Gardner presented by Henry 
Woods (1899, pp. 25-26) the time range of the subgenus must be 
extended from the Recent as far back as the Cretaceous, at least ; 
on the other liand 1 have seen no radial-ribbed nuciilids from 
Jurassic or older formations. 
(2) PRONUCULA Hedley, 1902. (Type: P. decorosa Hedley.j 
PI. I l l , fig. 3. 
Hedley, Australian Museum, Sydney, Mem. IV, Ft . 5, p. 290, 
29 July, 1902. Recent, Australia. 
This name was proposed for a new genus which « differs from 
(25) The spelling of the specific name m the original description 
is here followed. Nyst (1843) seems to have changed the orthography 
to <( Chastelii » and in this was followed by von Koenen (1868, p. 92), 
Ravn (1907), and others. 
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Niicula by having the hinge line arched instead of angulated, 
the rows of teeth do not meet or overlap beneath the nmbones, 
but are distant from tlie chondrophore, which is not oblique as 
in Nucula, but perpendicular. Briefly, the constituents of the 
hinge, which in NucMa are much compressed and perhaps 
slightly rotated, are here wide spread. The shell has not the 
Irigonal contour of 'Nvvula, is far thinner and the radial sculp-
ture more pronounced than in that genus ». 
The length of the holotype is only 2.5 mm. The original figures 
are copied here ou PI. I l l , fig. 3. 
Marwick (1931) accepted this genus and described a new spe-
cies from the Tertiary of New Zealand. Cotton has described 
several Eecent species. 
(3) PBCTINUCULA Quenstedt, 1930. (Type: ^'ucula pecti-
nata (Sowerby.) 
PL III , fig. 1, la, lb, Ic. 
Quenstedt, Geol. u. Palaon. Abh. n. f. Bd. 18 (der ganzen 
]{eihe Ed. 22), Heft 1, ]). 112, 1930. Cretaceous, Kurope. 
The type of this « subsection » is the well-known European 
Cretaceous species (26) with strong radial ribs. Forty-eight re-
presentatives of this species from the Gault of Folkestone, 
England, are in tlie Musée royal d'Histoire naturelle de Bel-
gique in Brussels. Table I I , page 25, gives the dimensions of 
some of these topotjpes. 
Although the valves of nearly all of the specimens are in the 
attached position, broken specimens show clearly that the ven-
tral margin is denticulate. Tlie elevated radial ribs, however, do 
not cross the escutcheonal region ; that is, the area posterior 
aud ventral to the beaks lacks the distinct radial ribs that cross 
the major part of the disk. Many of the specimens have a beaded 
sculpture. The ill-defined lanceolate lunule is also without ra-
dial ribs. In width the ribs and interspaces are approximately 
equal. 
British Museum specimens L-4:969, from the Gault of England, 
exhibit the numerous muscle scars observed in the case of 'Nu-
t'lila nucleus and other nuculids. A specimen that shows the 
hinge is in the Musée royal d'Histoire naturelle de Belgique 
from the Gault of Epothémont, near Brienne-le-Château (Aube), 
France; this shell is here illustrated as fig. Ic, PI. I I I . The 
anterior (long) series of teeth of the right valve terminates 
(26) Described by Sowerby in Min. Conch., vol. 2, 1812, p. 209. 
pi. 192, figs. 6, 7. (c Sussex, Folkestone and Dover », England. 
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against a tooth posterior and ventral to the bounding wall of 
the chondrophore. 
Nucula archiacana Nyst (1813) (27) is a synonym of this spe-
cies. The holotype was presumed by Nyst to come from the « Ar-
gile de Boom » (Oligocène) of Baesele, Province of Antwerp, 
Belgium. This ty^ie (N" 24) is in the Musée royal d'Histoire na-
turelle de Belgique in Brussels and agrees in every detail with 
topotypes of the earlier-named pectinata. I t seems to me that 
Nyst's collection was mixed. E. Vincent (MS) recognized this 
identity between Nyst's and Sowerby's species. Von Koenen 
(18C8, p. 94) accepted Nyst's species as one from the middle 
Oligocène, and I have seen in the collection at the University 
of Liege two specimens (N° 4296) said to come from the Rupe-
lian clay at Boom. The largest is a slightly crushed individual 
28 mm. long with distinct radial ribs. If Nyst's holotype actually 
comes from the Kupelian clay at Baesele, as he claimed, then 
the range of the species pectinata is appreciably lengthened. 
It should be remarked in passing that the Oligocène species 
pilUjera Sandberger is a Pectimicula, as is the Pliocene form 
notabilis 3Iaj'er. 
To regard Pectinucula as a subgenus of Nucula has much in 
its favor, and it is thus regarded here. Nucula subreclempta 
Böhm (1891), from the Cretaceous (with Baculites, etc.) of Ba-
varia, belongs to this category, as does Nucula tencra J . Muller, 
originally described from the Cretaceous near Aix-la-Chapelle, 
but well figured by Pervinquière (1912) from the Maestrichtian 
(Upper Cretaceous) of Sidi Ahmor, Tunis. The Swedish Creta-
ceous species, Nucula truncata Nilsson, 1827, refigured by Hen 
nig (Kongl. Fysiogr. Sallskapets i Lund. Ilandl. Ny folljd. 
Bd. 8, pi. 3, fig 30, 1897), is represented by i)oorh' preserved ma-
terail, as far as I liave seen, but it is probably a Pectinucula. 
The geographic distribution of Cretaceous species identical 
with or related to pectinata is very wide. Dr. L. W. Stephenson, 
of the U. S. Geological Survey, showed me, while I was in Was-
hington, D. C , some North American specimens and I have also 
examined numerous specimens from France (Revigny, Epothé-
mont, Clermont en Argonne, Dienville, Pargny, etc.). 
(27) NYST, P. H., (1843), Description des Coquilles et des Poly-
piers fossiles des terrains tertiaires de la Belgique. Mém. Cour, et 
Mém. des Savants Etrangers, Acad. Roy. de Bruxelles, t. 17, 1843, 
p. 234, N" 190, pi. 24, figs, lb, le. 
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TABLE II 
Dimensions of topotypes (28) of Nucula pectiiiatu Sowerby 
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8.5 1 6.8 1 5.0 
I.Ol 1 8.1 1 5.5 
11.Ü 1 10.3 1 7.2 
15.3 1 12.0 1 H.Ô 
17 2 1 1-2.4 i 9.4 
18 0 1 14.2 1 10.1 
18.4 1 13.8 1 9.5 
19.4 1 14.3 1 10.3 
20.7 1 15.4 1 11.4 
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24.9 1 17.1 1 13.9 
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(1) Length measured with the shell held so that the dorsal margin 
is horizontal. 
(2) Anterior end slightly broken. 
(i) LINUCULA Marvvick, 1931. (Type: Nncula rimtakiensis 
Marwick.) 
Marwick, Palaeoii, Bull. 13, New Zealand Geol. Survey, p . 49, 
1931. Miocene. New Zealand. 
This name was introduced as a subgenus of Nucula. The 
following is the original characterization : 
« Shell small ; sculpture of numerous weak radiais ; lunule 
and escutchon with much finer, divaricate radiais. » 
The type species of Liniicula, as described and figured by 
Marwick (1926, p. 327, pi. 75, figs. 7, 9), was based on a speci-
(28) Specimens in the Musée royal d'Histoire naturelle de Belgique 
in Brussels; Belgium. 
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men 3.1 mm. in height and 5.!') mm. in lengtli. Tlirougli his kind-
ness, I have had the privilege of seeing the holotype of Nncnla 
ruatakiensis and in addition paratypes of N. futamoensifi and 
waipao, also assigned to Linucula. As he pointed out to me (let-
ter dated January 5, l!)-'Uj, tlie word « divergent » is a more 
descriptive term than « divaricate » for tlie characteristic sculp 
ture on the lunule and escutcheon. 
Tlie hinge of the holotyjie fa single valve) of riintnkienxis i^ 
broken, and I cannot be sure of the nature of the chondrophore 
(resilifer), if tliere is one. The teeth number about 12 on each 
side of the beaks. The entire margin of the shell on the interior 
is finely crenate, except immediately under the beaks, and the 
ventral margin is distinctly pectinate. Details of the various 
muscle scars cannot be made out. Paratypes of waipaoaensis 
exhibit nacreous interiors, as does the type of ruatakiensis. 
Though preservation is imperfect, T believe that these paratypcs 
have a very small chondrophore. The holotype of ttitanioensis 
shows muscle scars in addition to the adductors and the long, 
narrow scar situated in tlie iimbonal region is relatively deeply 
impressed, as in the case of ruatakiensis. 
The distinctive sculpture and profile of these fossils, coupled 
witli the liinge characters, force me to the belief that Linucula 
should not be classed as a subgenus of Nucula, though it is pro 
bably a member of the family Nuculidae. Better preserved ma-
terial may prove that it merits recognition as a genus. 
(B) FORMS WITH SMOOTH INNEU VENTRAL MARGINS. 
(5) NUrULOMA Cossmann, 1907. (Type by monotypy : .V(/-
cula castor d'Orbigny.) 
PL IV, fig. 5, 5a, 5b, 5c. 
Cossmann, Xl" Con. Assoc. Fraiic-Oomtoise (Vesoul), Hoc. 
Agric , Let., Kci., Arts de la Haute-Kaône, p. 50, 1907. Jurassic, 
France. 
Nuciiloma was proposed by Cossmann (1907, p. 56) as follows : 
« Cependant, l'aspect lithodomiforme de N. Castor est parti 
culièrement remarquable et ses stries régulières la caractérisent 
encore davantage. 11 y a loin de cette forme secondaire aux Nu-
cules tj'piques des terrains tertiaires, et il est probable que, sur 
tout à cause de la disposition du cuilleron, et de son crochet 
enroulé, cette coquille pourra être prise comme génotype d'une 
Section distincte que je proposerais de dénommer Nuculoma. » 
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Tlie following is a free traiishition of a part of Cossmann's 
^1924) discussion of this « section » : 
« Always lithodoniiforni, tliey belong to the section 'Nuculoma 
— that I ]iro]>osed in l!)l)7 — cluiracterized by its enrolled and 
terminal nmbones as well as by its narrow chondrophore, which 
resembles a small comma; the serial teeth of the posteiior side 
are more crowded nejir this choiidro])hore, whereas the most se 
parated ones a"e very thick; there are only fifteen teeth up to 
the chondrophore, but the series continuer above the chondro-
phore with six or seven pr.uctiform teeth up to under the urn-
bones, so that the numbers tliat 1 have indicated successively in 
my diagnoses (and which seem to be contradictory) are found 
to be exa<'t according to the point where one stops counting. 
These four large anterior teeth are lodged obliquely under those 
that are punctiform ; the locking of the valves is therefore very 
complicated. » 
The ty])es of the sjiecies rafitor are in the Laboratoire de 
Paléontologie of the Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle 
<N° 3349) in Paris. 1 have studied these and 16 specimens from 
the collection of the Institut de Géologie Apjdifjuée of the Uni-
versité de Nancy, supplied through the courtesy of M. Fallot. 
Of these, two are here figured. Tor a discussion and figures of 
d'Orbigny's types, consult the monograph by Gottreau (102Ô). 
Tlie description of the species here presented is based upon an 
examination of the types from Montsec (Meuse) and specimens 
from the localities mentioned in the accompanying Table I I I , 
page 28. 
Shell roughly trigonal in profile; anterior extremity bluntly 
rounded ; posterior extremity truncate ; ventral margin gently 
convex ; valves tightly closed, not gaping. Umbones rise high 
above dorsal margin; beaks strongly inturned. Escutcheonal 
area depressed ; degree of pouting in the area variable. No radial 
ribs, but strong, evenly-spaced concentric ribs. Inner ventral 
margin smooth. The left valve shows a longer (anterior) row of 
teeth gently arched, with 20 ± teeth ; the shorter (posterior) 
row with 4 ± teeth ; adductor muscle scars subequal ; chondro-
phore narrow, oblique. Measurements of the specimens are given 
in Table I I I , 
That this species should be differentiated from Nuciila, sensu 
stricto^ is, in my opinion, evident. The clearly developed concen-
tric ribs, character and position of the umbones, la<;k of radial 
sculpture, and the peculiar hinge characters are distinctive fea-
TABLE I I I 
Dimensions of Jurassic (lower Callovian) specimens of iVMcwZa castor d'Orbigny from France. The fossils are in the 
collection of the Inst i tut de Géologie Appliquée de l 'Université de Nancy and in the Muséum National d'Histoire 
Naturelle, Par is . 
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tures, and I believe there is more to he gained by recognizing 
Nuciiloma as a genns than by leaving it a section of Nuctila. 
For some of the occnrrences of N. castor, consult the monograph 
by (îorroy (1932). 
(Ü) NUCULOPSIS Girty, 1911. (Type : Nucula ventricosa 
Hall 1858, not of Hinds, 1843.) 
PI. II, fig. 19, PI. IV, figs. 2, 2a, 2b. 
Girty, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., vol. 21, p. 133, 1911. Late Paleo-
zoic, America (29). 
The protographs of Nucula ventricosa Hall (Geoi. Survey 
Iowa, vol. 1, part I I , Paleontology, p. 710, pi. 29, figs. 4, 5a, 5h, 
1858) are ai)i)arently schematic. His fig. 4 is of the interior and 
shows a shell without a cliondrophore, which, I feel sure, is an 
error. The illnsti-atioiis show that the beaks are opisthogyrate. 
Nuculopsis was proposed as a new genus for the reasons that 
(1) « the dentition consists of a continuous series of taxodont 
denticles not apparently interrupted by a chonodrophore » ; 
12) Girty supposed that the short side of the shell is anterior; 
and (3) be<'ause he believed that there was an external ligament. 
An examination of a number of Kecent specimens of Nucula 
rJiat have lunular areas like that of the type of Nuculopsis pro-
ves to my satisfaction that the ligament of the Paleozoic species 
was internal. The reason ])resented by Chao (1927) for distin-
guishing Nuculopsis from Anthroconeilo is therefore not valid, 
though they are easily separated by other criteria. 
Hy])otype N" 5(J4G (Stanford Univ. Paleo. Type Coll., Cali-
fornia) is from the late Paleozoic (Pennsylvanian) of the state 
of Iowa, U. S. A. The specimen is figured here as fig. 19, PI. I I . 
That a chondrophore is present cannot be doubted. 
I am convinced that one of Girty's (30) figures (Ms fig. 6) of 
the hinge is inexact and that the other (fig. 7) is incomplete. 
In view of the fact that Nucula, ventricosa Hall agrees morpho-
logically with Recent species of known orientation, there is no 
reason for believing that the short side of the shell is anterior 
(29) Dr. James S. Williams, of the United States Geological Sur-
vey, supplied the following information (letter dated February 6, 
1934) : The catalog of types of the American Museum of Natural 
History shows that this species was described from near Rush Creek, 
Indiana. (This needs verification. H. G. S.) 
(30) GIRTY, G. H . , (1915), U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. N° 544, pi. XV, 
figs. 6, 7, 1915. 
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in the case of 'Nuoulopsis. Thus, the erection of tlie new genus 
when based, upon such imperfect observations and assumptions 
was a gamble. The name, however, has value, (31) since it is the 
earliest one to be applied to Paleozoic nuculids with a smooth 
ventral margin, and, as far as I can tell, without definite con-
centric ribs, as in Nucuto7)ia. 
Nucula ventricosa Hall, 1858, is a homonym of Nucula ventri-
cosa i linds, 1843 (I'loc. Zool.. Soc , XI, p. 100). I propose, 
therefore, the following nomenclatural change : 
Nuculopsis gtrtyi Schenck, new name for Nucula ventricosa 
Uall, 1858, not of Hinds, 1813, nor of Pchelintsev, 1927. 
Tlie stratigraphie distribution of Nuculopsis girtyi Sclienck 
in the States of Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas is given 
by Morgan (1921) as « Nuculopsis ventricosa (Hall) ». The areal 
extent and stratigraphie position of the Graham formation are 
j)resented by riummer and Moore (1922). That this formation is 
(( approximately equivalent in age to the Kansas City formation 
of the Kansas section » is a view expressed by Moore and I'lum-
mer (1922). No matter how finely these late Paleozoic (Pennsyl-
\aniau) formations may be subdivided, it is unlikely that they 
are as old as the Dinantiau of the Euroi^ean sequence. Nucula 
gihhosa Fleming, 1828, figured by Hind (1897, pi. 11, figs. 4-15), 
from the ft Carboniferous )> of England probably belongs to Nu-
culopsis. 
(7) NUCULOIDEA Williams and Breger, 191G. (Type: « Cu-
cullea » opima Hall, 1843.) 
Williams and Breger, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. I'aper 89, 
p. 173, 191(>. Lower Devonian, North America. 
Williams and Breger proposed Naculoidea as a subgenus of 
Nucula for Paleozoic species having nondenticulate ventral mar-
gins. The authors state that : 
« The distinguishing marks of Nuculoidea are a distinct car-
tilage pit, as in Ctevodonta albertina Ulrich, of the Upper Ordo-
vician, and a nonpectinated ventral margin, wliich differentiates 
them from tlie true Nuculas of the Paleozoic. The species Nucula 
opima Hall = N. randalli Hall and authors , is taken as the 
type of the group. The persistent absence of the denticulate 
ventral margin in the early and frequently large Nuculas and 
its persistent development in the liecent Nuculas furnisli a ready 
(31) My original opinion that Nitculopus Girty deserves no reco-
gnition is thii'ï chaneied. 
TABLE IV 
Dimensions of specimens of Nuculopsis girtyi Schenck, n. n., from the Upper « Carboniferous » of the United States. 
The fossils are in the paleontological collection of S tanford universi ty, California, of the British Museum (Natu-
ral History), and in the Musée royal d'Histoire natu relie de Belgique. 
Local i ty 
and format ion 
s t a t e of T e x a s . 
W e w o k a format ion , 
lear Bixby, O k l a h o m a . 
Boggy fo rma t ion , 
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and easy distinction. The nondenticulate and earlier form is 
here designated Nuculoidea, from its resemblances to Nucula. 
Some of the Triassic and Jurassic Nncnlae may possibly belong 
in the same group. » 
The following were proposed as subdivisions of Niicidoidea 
(p. m ) : 
« Group (32) of Nuculoidea opima (Ilall) . Umbones twisted 
to a vertical position or actually faintly prosogyrate; the ante-
rior end usually longer and semilunulate under the beaks. 
« Group of Nuculoidea aquisgranensis (Beuschen). Umbones 
opisthogyrate ; anterior end convexly rounded and usually lar-
ger; posterior outline semi-lunuliferous. This group includes 
shells having the common cordate, ovate, or veneriform Nucula 
expression. 
« Group of Nuculoidea (?) niotica (Hall). Umbones opistho-
gyrate ; posterior margin truncate, nearly vertical ; anterior 
margin also nearly straight, producing a characteristic verti-
[•ally triangular outline. » 
The protographs of « Vucullea » opima Hall (Geology of New 
rork, part IV, page 197, Text figure 78 (3) and plate 40, fig. 3, 
1843) are of an inflated fossil, trigonal in profile. The exterior 
only is illustrated, and it is therefore impossible to determine 
its proper family. The figures presented by Williams and lireger 
are also exterior views, but they expressly state « hinge features 
unknown » for the species they describe. Not having had the 
opportunity to examine specimens, I can offer no useful remarks 
concerning the validity of the taxonomie unit Nuculoidea (*). 
(32) (1 Group i> is another taxonomie unit that needs definition. 
As here used, it is a section. 
(*) After this paper went to press, I examined through the cour-
tesy of Dr. P. Dienst in Berlin, the types of the following lower De-
vonian species from the Rhineland : circularis, cornuta, curvata, 
decipiens, decipiens aequalis, drevermanni fomicata, grandaeva, lie-
xeri, lieseri similis, lodariensis, niacrorhyncka, primaeva, trigona and 
iumida. These specimens (in the coll. of the Preussiche Geologische 
Landesanstalt in Berlin )are all poorly preserved.Although some show 
concentric ribs, none has radial ribbing. On none can be seen tlie 
details of the hinge and muscle scars, but on the types of Nucula 
circuloris Spriesterbach and X. lifseri Spriesterbach there are traces 
of a chondrophore. One should note the muscle scars shown on the 
dorsal margin of fomicata, figured by Beushausen (1895, t. 4, fig. 9). 
8ome of the fossils froim the Upper Coblenzian at Daleiden show 
another small pair immediately below the beaks; these are in addi-
tion to the adductor muscle scars. Professor Quenstedt called my 
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(8) « NTK^ÜLOrsIS » Woodring 1925. (Type : yiicuhi hilU 
Wood ring.) 
« Xiiciilopsis » Wooilring, Carnegie Inst. AVash. Publ. 366, 
1925, p. 1."), pi. 1, fig. 2, ?,. Miocene, Jamaica. 
Tlie following is Woodring's (op. cit., p. 14j diagnosis of the 
section « Xuculopi^is » : 
(I Shell medium sized, snbelliptical, inequilateral; sculpture 
consisting of a strong concentric rugae ; chondrophore long, nar-
row, oblique, deeply excavated ; anterior series of teeth more 
than twice as long as posterior series ; anterior teeth reduced 
in size toward chondro])]iore, posterior teeth not reduced; 
interior of valve subnacreoiis ; lower inner margin of valve 
smooth. )) 
He remarked further that : 
« The outline and sculpture of Xucidopsis and Xiicula s. s. are 
strikingly different. The chondrophore is more detached from 
the anterior series of teeth than in Nucula s. s., and the anterior 
teeth above the chondrophore are much smaller... » 
The category named by Woodring in 1925 probably should be 
recognized. In a letter to me dated April 9, 1934, Dr. Woodring 
stated that he prefers to let me propose a new name. I do not 
care to do this, however, until I have studied representatives of 
the type species. 
(9) LEIÜNÜCULA Quenstedt, 1930. (Type: yiiciila albensis 
d'Orbigny. 
PI. I l l , figs. 5, 5a, 5b. 
(Jnenstedt, (xeol. u. Palaou. Abli. n. f. Bd. 18 (der ganzen lîeihe 
Bd. 22j, Heft 1, p. 112, 1930. Cretaceous, Europe. 
This name was proposed as a « section » of XuciiJa, i^ensu 
.stricto, for those forms which are characterized by (translated 
freely) the « chondro])liore tooth generally present, the connec-
ting piece of the hinge plate seldom lacking ; shell edge smooth, 
and therefore the boundary between the shell's upper surface 
and the nacreous layer is smooth ». Quenstedt assumed the time 
range to be from Cretaceous to lîecent. 
attention to the middle De\onian fossil he discussed (1930, p. 64) 
and an examination of the specimen verifies the existence of a chon-
di'ophoie. The significance of these remarks is that I do not doubt 
that the family Nuculidae has Devonian representatives, but I insist 
that the Paleozoic specimens that I have studied are not closely rela-
ted to the type species of Xiicula, s. s. 
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The following is the original description of the type species, 
Nucula aliensis (33) : 
« N. testa ovato-compressâ, laevigata, inaequilaterâ, latere 
anali elongate; latere buccali brevi, subexcayato; lunula sub-
nuUâ; labro laevigato. 
« Dimensions. Longueur, 13 millim. — Par rapport à la lon-
gueur : largeur, 78/100 ; épaisseur, 12/100 ; longueur du côté 
anal., 79/100. — Angle apical, 105°. 
« Localité. Elle caractérise le gault ou terrain albien du bas-
sin parisien. Elle a été recueillie à Dienville, à Gérodot et à 
Eryy (Aube), par MM. de Vibraye, Dupin et par moi ; aux Oôtes-
Noires, près de Saint-Dizier (Haute-Marne), par moi. Elle y 
est rare. » 
Besides the type specimens, I have seen four imperfect speci-
mens of this seemingly rare species. One is from the Cretaceous 
of Eevigny, France, 16.6 mm. long, 13.7 mm. high, and 9 mm. 
thick; umboiial angle 101°, and is the specimen shown in fig. 5a, 
PI. I I I . 
The type specimens of albensis are N° 5984 in the Muséum Na-
tional d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris, from Dienville, France. 
They are quadrangular ovate ; dorsal margin gently convex, slo-
ping abruptly to form a bluntly pointed anterior extremity ; 
ventral margin convex ; posterior extremity truncate ; shell com-
pressed. On the dorsal part of the shell is the low furrow illus-
trated by d'Orbigny. The escutcheonal area is sligthly depressed, 
owing to the fact that the valve-sides change abruptly a t the 
posterior extremity of the disk, producing a ridge-like boundary 
of the escutcheonal area, and behind this low ridge is a shallow 
furrow running from the ventral margin to below the opistho-
gyrate beaks. Although there are concentric growth sta-
ges, the shell is without definite ribs. Interior not exposed. Di-
mensions are given in Table V, page 35. The specimens in Coss-
mann collection are from Moeslains (Maeliu or Malain). All 
material examined is from the Albian stage of the Cretaceous (*). 
(33) OBBIGNY, A. d' (1844), Paleon, française, Terrains Crétacés, 
t. 3, 1844, p. 172-173, pi. 301, fig. 15-17. 
(*) After this paper went to press, Professor Quenstedt kindly 
placed at my disposal a left valve of cilhensis from the Cretaceous of 
Blackdown. The arched anterior row of teeth has about 25 teeth ; the 
straight posterior series about 10. A chondrophore tooth is present ; 
the chondrophore is oblique. 
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TABLE V 
Dimensions of specimens of Nucwla albensis d'Orbigny in the Mu-
séum National d'Histoire Naturelle and in the Laboratoire de 
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Having seen no hinge, I am unable to evaluate the systematic 
position of Leionnciila. I t may prove to be closely related to En-
nucula Iredale. 
10) TALAEONUCULA Quenstedt, 1930. (Type T^ucula ham-
mer i De France.) 
PI. II, fig. 20, PI. IV, figs. 1, la, lb. 
Quenstedt, Geol. u. Palaeon. Abh. n. f. Bd. 18 (der ganzen 
Keihe Bd.22), Heft 1, p. 112, 1930. Jurassic, Europe. 
Tlie following is a free translation of Quenstedt's diagnosis of 
the « subgenus » Palaeonucula (supra cit., p . 112) : 
« Beaks not at all or only moderately strongly opisthogyrate. 
Chondrophore wide, short, not curved, directed either straight 
dorso-ventrally or only gently inclined from behind anteriorly 
of from the anterior to the posterior, not at all or only slightly 
spoonshaped and projecting into the cavity of the shell. Behind 
the chondrophore, between it and the posterior part of the row 
of teeth, neither a « chondrophore tooth » nor a plain connecting 
piece (Veriindungsstück) of the hinge plate. The anterior part 
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of the row of teeth straight ; ventral edge of the valve moderately 
strongly curved. Seldom present is an area bounded by a ridge 
followed by a furrow running posteriorly. Ventral margin al-
ways smooth » (*). 
T have examined a specimen of Nuciila hamiiwrl in the United 
States National Museum (Acq. N° 74728), from the Upper Lias 
(Whitbian) of Lincoln, England ; four specimens in the collec-
tion of the University of Lou\aiii from the Upper Lias of Gun-
dershofen ; and 17 specimens in the collection of the Ecole des 
Mines (Paris)from the same locality (**). All have opisthogyrate 
(but not strongly incurved) beaks. Mr. L. R. Cox informed me 
(in a letter dated December 1, 1933) that the specimens of this 
species in the British Museum from the Upper Lias have beaks 
that are opisthogyrate. The topotypes display no distinct and 
sharp concentric ribs although there are traces of low concentric 
sculpture on the less worn shells. The hinge is exposed on three 
specimens and the taxodont dentition and chondrophore can be 
distinguished readily. A « chondrophore tooth « is present, and 
the chondrophore projects into the cavity of the shell as in A'w-
cula, sensu stricto. The two large, snbequal, adductor muscle 
scars are deeply impressed. 
I t is true that the beaks of « Nucula » hammeri to judge from 
the specimens studied, are less strongly opisthogyrate than in 
the case of Nuculopsis yirtyi Schenck, otherwise the two spe-
cies are similar. That hanuneri is more closely related to girtyi 
than to the type species of Nucula^ sensu stricto, is obvious, but 
exactly how to evaluate the systematic position of Palaeonucula 
is not so apparent. My opinion is that Palaeonucula Quenstedt 
is a subgenus of Xuculopsis Girty. 
Besides the occurrences recorded above, « Nucula » hammen 
is reported by Kayser (1924) from the lower Dogger, or lower 
« brown Jura » of Swabia ; by Goldfuss (1837) from the lower 
Oolite and Oxfordian clay of Streitberg and Wurtemberg, Ger-
(*) The specimens figured by W. Quenstedt (1930, t. II , fig. 9) is a 
right valve 17 mm. long, slightly broken under the beaks. Although 
the drawing is somewhat schematic, the straight anterior row of 
teeth is accurately figured. Professor Quenstedt agrees with me that 
at least one of the shells from the same locality as his hypotype has 
a chondrophore tooth. 
(**) There are 15 topotypes of hammeri in the Sammlung des Geo-
log.-Palaont. Inst. u. Mus. d. Universitat Berlin. The largest has a 
lenght of 31.5 mm., and in the Sammlung fur Palaontologie und his-
torische Geologie in Munich, Germany, are several specimens. For 
dimensions, consult Table VI, p. 38. 
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many, and h j Corroy & Gérard (1934) from the TTpper Toarcian 
of France. There are two specimens (up to 25 mm. long) of ham 
meri in the Institut de Géologie, University of Liège, from the 
(' Brown Jura » of Boll (\V<,ürtemberg), Germany. In Morocco, 
Daguin (1927) found the species in the Upper Lias (Toarcian) 
of El IlamraouH and Tselfat. Among the forms either conspecific 
with or related to hammer!, that will extend the range of Palaeo-
nucula, are Niicula haits-smanni Roemer, Tf. mii^olensif! Jaworski 
(1915), N. craxm Munster, and N. strigillata Goldfuss (well fi-
gured by Bittner, 1895). 
(11) BNNUCULA Iredale, 1931. (Type: Nvcu1<i obliqua La-
marck.) 
PI. I l l , figs. 4, 4a, 4b. PI. IV, figs. 3, 3a, 3b. 
Iredale, Rec. Australian Mus., vol. XVIII , u" 4, p. 202, 
29 June, 1931. Recent, Australia. 
Iredale's method of introducing this generic name is as fol-
loAvs : 
« The tyjie species of Nuciila is nucleus Linné, a European 
s])ecies which differs appreciably from antipodean shells so 
classed, the latter having a notably oblique chondrophore, above 
which the teeth become much smaller, and the angle of opposi-
tion of the two rows of teeth is scarcely marked; further, the 
edge of the European shell is strongly denticulate, whereas ours 
is practically smooth. » 
No type was designated, and several species are named in the 
original description. Singleton, however, in 1932 designated the 
type species given above. 
I have examined the holotype of Lamarck's species. I t is a 
right valve in the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle in 
I'aris, and is from « Cap aux Huîtres, Nouvelle Hollande ». For 
the original description consult Lamarck (1819, p. 59). The 
specimen is figured here on PI. I l l , figs. 4a, 4b. The inner ventral 
margin is « practically smooth » as Iredale remarked. No radial 
or concentric ribs are on the exterior. The dorsal margin is 
i>ently arched, anterior extremity rounded; ventral margin con-
vex ; and posterioi extremity truncate. The beaks are opistho-
gyrate. There are 24 + teeth in the anterior (long) series and 
7 in the posterior. Measurements of this shell, and of sjjecimeus 
of the species in the Dautzenberg collection from Port Phillip, 
Victoria, and three individuals in the British Museum are given 
in the accompaiuiug Table VII , page 39. 
TABLE VI 
Dimensions of Niucula hwmmeri De France from the upper Lias (Jurassic) of Qundershofen, Alsace. The specimens 
are in the paleontological collection at the University of Louvain, Belgium, at the Ecole des Mines, Paris, France, 
and in Munich, Germany. 
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Dimensions of specimens of Nucula obliqua Lamarck from Australia. The holotype is in the Muséum National d'His-
toire Naturelle in Paris; the other specimens in the Dautzenberg collection, and in the British Museum. 
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Descriptive terms for the muscle scars, other than the adduc-
tors, are given on ])age 21. These scars are illustrated in fig. 4, 
I^late I I I , hut are not shown in the drawing of the holotype 
(fig. 4a, PI. I I I ) . 
Cotton (1930, ]). 225) remarked tliat « apiuiiently N. oMiqiia 
Lamarck does not occur in South Australia; specimens so dia-
gnosed are much less ventricose and less solid, have smaller 
teeth, and a more acutely angled anterior margin. These should 
probably be named N. svbdilecfa Iredale. » 
Nucula obliqim Munster (1841, p. 85). is a homonym of La-
marck's species and may need to be renamed, as is the case with 
three or four other forms called « obliqua ». 
(12) BREVINUCULA Thiele. 1!)34. (Type by monotypy: Nii-
ciila (BrevinuculaJ guineensis Thiele.) 
PI. V, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 2c. 
Thiele, Haudbuch der Systematisclien Weichtierkunde, Dritter 
Teil, p. 78G; Recent, Africa. 
Proposed as a subgenus of Niiciila, this unit is characterized 
as follows : 
« Schale klein und verhaltnismassig kraitig, kurz dreieckig, 
aussen glatt und gliinzend, Schlossrand stark geknickt, der 
kleine Ligamentknoriiel ragt nicht oder wenig nach innen vor 
und trennt die vordere von der hinteren Zahnreihe, hinten ist 
die Schale abgeflacht. » 
Through the friendly cooperation of Professor Thiele, I have 
examined three individuals of the type species, and I present on 
PI. V, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, drawings of two. The exteriors are 
smooth, polished, with faint concentric growth stages and with-
out radial ribs. The ligament is internal and the interiors are 
nacreous. Other features are adequately treated in the original 
description of Nucula guineensis Thiele (1931, p. 194). Figure 2c, 
PI. V, shows clearly the position of the two addu<'tor muscle 
scars; the supi)lenientary scars are faint. Thiele concluded, 
I judge from his description of the species, that the longest row 
of teeth is the anterior series. Although a dental ]>it lies on each 
side of the chondro]>liore, there are no teeth above it. The pallia] 
line is sim])le and the inner ventral margin is smooth. The ori-
ginal description gives the length of the species as about 4 mm. ; 
height, 4.3 mm., and thickness, 2 mm. 
The types come from Station 71 (G" 18.7' S., 12' 2.1' E., 
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4t meters). Dr. Thiele reports (|)ers(ui,il coninuniication dated 
.March 1.3, 1934) that he has spe<'iniens from Station 50 (.r tO' N., 
,•)" 28.5' E., 2278 m.) and Station G3 (2" N., 8' 4.3' E., 2492 m.). 
All three stations are in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of west 
Africa. 
Thiele aptly compared his specimens with yiicuJa vcnillii 
Dall, a Kecent species whose occurrences are given hy Dall (1890, 
pp. 257-2r)8) and whose possible relation to Siiriila dolaheUa 
II. C\ Lea from the Miocene of N'ii-ginia is suggested. To judge 
from file figure of the hinge of verrilUi presented by Verrill and 
Hush (1898, pi. XCy, fig. 10), ijulneeiisis is congeneric if not 
touspecific with that s])ecies. 
C. FORMS M'ITH DIVARICATE SCTLPTLRE. 
(13) ACILA H. and A. Adams, 1848. (Type: Nuciila divari-
cafa ITinds.) 
Adams, II. and A. Gen. Hec. Moll., vol. 2, p. 515, January 
1858. Type designated by Stoliczka, 1871. Kecent ; Western 
Pacific Ocean. 
A detailed treatment of Acila is to be pul)lished elsewhere, and 
reasons for considering this name to merit generic standing are 
there presented. Briefly, my reasoning is as follows : 
No one will deny that Acila lieloiigs to the family Nnculidae, 
nor is there any doubt that it is related to Nuciilüj sensu stricto. 
The critical question is whether divaricate sculpture has taxo-
nomie value in this family. The geologic range of Acila (Creta-
ceous-Kecent) proves that bifurcation is well-established in these 
mollusks, which are readily separated by other means from such 
genera of different families as have bifurcating ribs. Because 
some species of the family Lucinidae (or any other family) share 
a certain character with species of another family, one cannot 
conclude logically that such a mor])hologic feature has no taxo-
nomie value in a given family. 
The reasons for treating Acila as a genus are that its many 
species can be recognized with comparative ease ; that the species 
have a definite distribution in time and a distinct pliylogenetic 
(levelo])ment ; and, finally, because the living forms are restx-ic-
ted to the lndo-1'acific. 
Acila, sensu stricto, is typified by Nuctila dicaricata Hinds 
(Proc. Zool. Soc. Londou, Part II, 1813, p. 97; fig. in Zool. of 
the Voyage of II. M. S. Sulphur, vol. 2, 1813, pi. 18, fig. 4). 
Niicula mirabilis Adams and Keeve (Zool. Voy. Samrang, 1850, 
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p. 75, pi. 21, fig. 8) is a synonym of Hind's species. The time 
range of the subgenus is surely from early Miocene to Kecent, 
and possibly from Oligocène. Itecent species are restricted to the 
western Pacific and Indian Oceans, in contrast to the wider 
distribution of Triinoacila. No Acila has been reported from 
depths in excess of 803 fathoms (34) and none is known to live 
in the intertidal zone. The majority of specimens comes from 
depths less than 500 fathoms. 
The following are the described species that seem to be valid ; 
omitted from the list are such forms as have some element of 
doubt connected with them. 
Subgenus Acila 11. and A. Adams. 
Acila (Acila) divaricata (Hinds), 1843. (Synonym: A. mtra-
hilis A. and R.) 
Acila (Acila) fultoni (Smith), 1892. 
Acila (Acil<i) gettysburgensis (Reagan), 1909. 
Acila (Acila) isthmica (Brown and Pilsbry), 1911. 
Acila (Acila) semirostrata (Grant and Gale), 1931. 
Acila (Acila) suhmirahilis Makiyama, 1923. 
(14) TRÜNCACILA Schenck, 1931. (Tyi)e: Niwula castrensis 
Hinds). 
Schenck, in Grant & Gale, Mem. San Diego Soc. Nat. Hist., 
vol. 1, p. 115, 3 November 1931. Recent, Eastern Pacific Ocean. 
Originally proposed as a section of Acila, this name is now 
believed to be worthy of the rank of a subgenus. Reasons for 
this conclusion are expressed in another paper. 
The following are the described species that seem to be valid : 
omitted from the list are such forms as have some element of 
doubt connected with them : 
Acila (Truncacila) hivirgata (J. de C. Sowerby), 1836. 
Acila (Truncacila) hlancoensis Ilowe, 1922. 
Acila (Truncacila) castrensis (Hinds), 1843. 
Acila (Truncacila) cohholdine (Sowerby), 1818. 
Acila (Truncacila) conradi (Meek), 1864. 
Acila (Truncacila) dalli (Arnold), 1908. 
Acila (Truncacila) decisa (Conrad), 1855. 
Acila (Truncacila) demessa Finlay, 1927. 
Acila (Truncacila) empirensis Howe, 1922. 
Acila (Truncacila) granulata (Smith), 1906. 
(34) From » Albatross » station 5603, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes. 
Gorontalo pier N. 6» W., 5.7 m. (00" 24' 00" N., 123» 03' 45" E.). 
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Acila (Truncacila) insignis (Gould), 1861. 
Acila (Truncacila) muta Clark, 1918. 
Acila (Truncacila) nehalemensis G. D. Hanna, 1924. 
Acila (Truncacila) packardi (Clark), 1925. 
Acila (Truncacila) paita Olsson, 1931. 
Acila (Truncacila) shumardi (Dall), 1909. 
The time range of this subgenus is Cretaceous-Recent. The 
species hivirgata and demeum are surely Cretaceous, but pictu 
rata Yokoyama is Miocene. The holotype of the Japanese species 
is in the Paleoiitological Museum in Munich, and is an imper-
fectly preserved Truncacila about 18.5 (over) mm. long. The 
paratype has a marked area of obsolete radial ribbing. Modern 
representatives occur on both sides of the North Pacific Ocean 
and Acila (Truncacila) jucunda (Thiele) was described from off 
the coast of east Africa. 
D. SYSTEMATIC POSITION UXCEETAIN. 
(15) DEMINUCULA Iredale ; 1931. (Type : Nucula praetenta 
Iredale, n. n. for N. umionata Smith.) 
PL V, figs. 3, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d. 
Iredale, Kecoids Australian Mus., vol. XVIII , N° 4, p. 202, 
29 June, 1931. Recent, Australia. 
The following is the original description of this « genus » : 
« I have noted that Nucula praetenta was not a Pronucula but 
was a Nucula, that was in the broad sense. Specimens from 800 
fathoms, 35 miles east of Sydney, identical with Smith's species, 
have the surface radially rayed, the inner margin of the shell 
denticulate and the hinge line more angulate than it is in Ennu-
cula, the teeth more distant, the chondrophore small and scar-
cely exceeded by any teeth. A new genus Deminuciila is there-
fore introduced for it. » 
The type species is Nucula praetenta Iredale (35), a new name 
for Nucula umbonata Smith (36), not Hall, 1885. 
Smith remarked, in the original description of the species, 
that : 
« This species is peculiar for its somewhat triangular form, 
(35) IREDALE, T., (1924), Results from Roy Bell's MoUuscan Col-
lections : Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales for the year 1924, vol. 
XLIX, N° 197, Part 3, pp. 184-185. 
(36) SMITH, E A., (1891), Descriptions of new Species of Shells 
from the « Challenger » Expedition. Proc. Zool. Soc. London for the 
year 1891, p. 443, pi. 35, fig. 25. 
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prominent iimbones, the fine radiating striae, and the dentieii 
lated inner margin of the valves. The lunule is not clearly defi 
ned, but tlie posterior dorsal area is narrow and bounded by a 
slight but distinct ridge. » 
The accompanying figni'cs (IN. V, figs. 3, ?>a, 3b, 3c, 3d.) are 
drawings of the original s])ecimens, now in the IJritisli Jliiseum 
(Natural History). Both of tiie valves figured have been exa-
mined under the microscoiie by Messrs. Tomlin and N'ickery, and 
the latter informs me (letter dated 1!) .laimary, 1934) that they 
can find no vestige of a chondrophore. For this reason I doubt 
whether Deminucida should be assigned to the family Nuculidae. 
(16) PKOTONUCULA Totton, 1»30. (Type by original desi-
gnation : ProtonucHia rerconis Cotton.) 
Cotton, Rec. South Australian Mus., vol. 1, X° 2, p. 223, 
fig. 1, 1930. 
« Tliis genus is pro])osed for P. rerconis sp. nov., described 
below. While resembling Pronucula in shape, it differs in having 
the anterior and posterior teeth meeting below the umbo and 
forming one series, and no chondrophore. » 
The type species is described as follows : 
« Shell oval, thin, polished, concentrically Urate; umbos 
fairly prominent, the anterior and ])osterior teeth form an un-
broken series; they attain the maximum size about the middle 
of the anterior set. 
« Ty])e. 120 miles west of Eucla,30ü fathoms. 3.5 mm. x 2.7 mm. 
In South Australian Museum (D. 10119). 
» Loc. Cape Jaffa to 120 miles west of Eucla, 130 to 300 fa-
thoms. 
« The Cai)e Jaffa shells were those previously incorrectly listed 
as Sarepfa oholcJla Tate. » 
Through the courtesy of Mr. H. M. Hall, director of the South 
Australian Museum (Adelaide), I have had the opjiortunity to 
examine a i)aratype (a single valve 2.(j mm. long, 2 mm. higlit 
of ProtonucuJa verconis Cotton. Little need be added to the ori-
ginal description. The concentric ribs are evenly spaced and 
more ]>ronounced than the ])rotograi)li wuold lead one to believe. 
The interior is polished, and may be nacreous. There are two 
adductor muscle scars ; no pallia! sinus ; and the position of the 
ligament is undetermined. That no chondrophore is present is 
certain. Si.x teeth constitute the short series, thirteen the long. 
This species is ])n)bably more correctly allocated to Tincfaria 
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TJellardi, 1875, and tliiis to a family other than the Nuculidae, 
than to a new j^enus. I hesitate in niakinj^ a decision because 
1 have not seen specimens of the type species of Tindaiia arata 
itelliirdi. I j^] 
(17) XUCl'LA TULUCIK'ULATA Gahb, 1S7.'Î. 
Gabb named the spe<'ies Niicula tuhcrciilaia in 1873 (371. 
Dall (38) mentioned it as occnring in the Oligocène of Hai t i ; 
IMlsbry (39) desci-ibed and figured a specimen as an Acila; 
Maury (40) stated that in occurs in the Dominican Miocene; and 
W. r . AVoodring has informed me (41) that the s])ecies was not 
found by later collectors, and inasmuch as the Cercado and Gu-
rabo formations have been rather thoroughly explored, Gabb 
])robably collected it from the Baitoa formation (late lower Mio-
cene) . 
This species should not be classed with Acila. This conclusion 
is based upon an examination of paratypes kindly supplied to 
me for study by Dr. Henry A. Pilsbry. Tlie radial ribs, as shown 
Ity Pilsbry's figure, and by the specimens themselves, do not 
hifurcate. Although the tubercles give the appearance of diva-
ricate sculpture, this is explained readily when the pustules are 
plotted at each growth stage. The result is a pseudo-divarica-
tion. Nevertheless, this sculpturing is distinctive and the erec 
tion of a new taxonomie unit might be worthwhile for speci-
mens similar to Gabb's species. 
Definition of the family Nuculidae. 
The following is a tentative definition of the family Nuculidae 
based upon hard parts only : 
Shells equivalve, up to 50 millimeters in length (*) ; roughly 
(37) GABB, W . , (1S73), Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc , n. s., vol. 15, 
p. 255, 1873. 
(38) DALL, W . , (1898), Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Soi., vol. 3, 
par t 4, p. 573, 18S8. 
(30) PiLSBEY, H. A., (1922), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila, vol. 73, 
(1921), p. 401, p1. 38. fig. 5, Pa r t I I , 1922. 
(40) MAURY, M . , (1925), Bulls. Amer. Paleo., vol. 10, N° 42, p. 20, 
1925. 
(41) Written communication dated May 20, \9ü}. 
(*) The lengths of some of the largest nuculids that I have seen 
are as follows: (1) Aciln, fig. 5, Plate I, 43 mm. ; (2) Kucula placeii-
tlna, 35 mm.; (3) Nucula ovata, 32 mm.; (4) Xucula laevigata, 
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trigonal or oval in outline ; inequilateral ; posterior side short, 
often truncate ; anterior side longer than posterior, with anterior 
extremity rounded. Beaks posterior, opisthogyrate. A true lunule 
(behind the uinbones) wanting ; the pseudo-lunule, though some-
times lanceolate, is seldom well-defined. Below the beaks the 
escutcheon (occupying the position of the lunule of many pele-
cypods) is often heart-shaped. Prodissocouchs smooth. Sculp-
ture, when present, consists of concentric i-ibs only, concentric 
ribs and radial r ibs; bifurcating radial ribs, or modifications 
and combinations of these. Inner ventral margins smooth or 
denticulate (crenulate or pectinate). Dentition taxodont, with 
the longer row of teeth generally extending over the chondro-
phore (ligament-support). No external ligament, but an internal 
resilium. Palliai line entire. Shells with nacreous interiors (at 
least when the animal was alive) ; in many, if not all, species 
there is a differentiation of shell material, but no prismatic 
layer. Shells not gaping, and commonly each exhibits two sub-
equal adductor muscle scars and additional muscle scars. The 
type genus is Nucula Lamarck, 1799. 
The family may be subdivided tentatively as follow.s : 
FAMILY NÜCULIDAE D'ORBIGNY 1844. 
Genus Nucula Lamarck, 1799. 
Subgenus Nucula, sensu stricto. 
Subgenus Pectinucula Quenstedt, 1930. 
Subgenus Ennucula Iredale, 1931. 
Subgenus Linucula Marwick, 1931. 
Subgenus « Nuculopsis » Woodring, 1925. 
Genus Acila H. and A. Adams, 1858. 
Subgenus Acila, sensu stricto. 
Subgenus Truncacila Schenck, in Grant & Gale, 1931. 
Genus Pronucula Hedley, 1902. 
Genus Nuculoma Cossmann, 1907. 
Genus Nuculopsis Girty, 1911. 
Subgenus Nuculopsis, sensu stricto. 
Subgenus Palaeonucula Quenstedt, 1930. 
Genus Brevinucula Thiele, 1934. 
31 mm. ; (5) Palaeonucula hammeri, 33.6 mm. ; (6) Nucula com-
pressa, 29.3 mm. ; (7) Pectinucula pectinata, 26.8 mm, ; (8) Ennucula 
obliqua, 26.6 mm. ; (9) Nucula georgiana, 30 mm. ; (10) Acila (Acila) 
divaricata in the University of Berlin collection, 49 mm. 
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Systematic Rank Unsettled. 
Nuculoidea Williams and Breger, 191(5. 
Leionucula Quenstedt, 1930. 
Systematic Position Uncertain. 
Deminucula Iredale, 1931. 
Protonuciila Cotton, 1930. 
Nucula tiiberculata Gabb, 1873. 
Size of the family Nuculidae. 
The size of the family may be defined, not as the total number 
of individuals in it, but as the amount of speciation within it. 
The determination of this amount of differentiation can be 
a<'coniplished with any degree of accuracy only by examining 
all specimens, and to do this is an obvious impossibility. A means 
of making an estimate is to compile a list (see pages 48-55) of the 
.specific names that have been used in conjunction with the ge-
neric name Nucula. There are 1044 names in the list I have pre 
pared (42). The family Nuculidae does not comprise all of the 
species enumerated, as some Avould now be placed in genera 
belonging to other families. This loss of an appreciable number 
of names would not be balanced by those that have been applied 
to species incorrec-tly assigned to other genera, nor by such ho-
monyms as might be valid species. But even though many of 
the names should be eliminated from the list, it is certain from 
their total number that the family, even as narrowly defined 
in this paper, is a large one. 
(42) Many, but not all, of the names up to 1850 can be found from 
Sherborn's « Index Animalium », Part XXIX, June, 1932. This list 
carries a little more than one-third the number stated above. 
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LIST OF NAMES THAT HAVE B E E N USED W I T H 
T H E GENERIC NAME NUCULA. 
This list has been compiled from Sherborn's cc Index Animalium », 
the » Zoological Record », » Revue de Géologie », « Biological Ab-
stracts », c< Neues Jahrbuch f. Min., etc. )> (Allgenieines Repertorium 
fur das Decennium 1830-1859, Referate I I I , etc.), (( Palaeontologi-
sches Zentralblatt », « Index to the Nautilus. . . », the references cited 
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What is a family ? 
The word « family » is here em])loyed as a technical taxonomie 
term to include a number of allied genera of organisms which 
have a certain assemblage of morphologic features in common, 
or occasionnally it may include only one genus. The family is 
the unit most generally selected by theorists interested in 
drawing up phylogenetic charts. One frequently encounters state-
ments in the literature to the effect that such and such a 
morphologic feature « does not possess family value ». Surely 
there is ample reason to ask investigators to consider the ques-
tion : What is a family 1 
The question is probably futile. Just as there are more than 
a hundred definitions of a species, so it is likely that there will 
be just as wide a range of opinion as regards a family. The 
evaluation of the taxonomie value of various homologous struc-
tures depends not only upon the experience and ability of the 
individual scientist but also upon his point of view, and it is 
therefore doubtful if even the most idealistic dreamer will admit 
that there can ever be agreement on the subject of the proper 
arrangement of organisms. Nevertheless there may be certain 
broad, vague, and perhaps not universally satisfactory grounds 
for general accord. 
One basic principle is that a family should be monophyletic. 
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There is no phylogeny, however, of either fossil or Eecent orga 
nisms that is not based in part upon assumptions. What may be 
a « natural » classification to one investigator is « artificial » 
to another. It is no more logical to claim tliat the gills of bivalve 
mollusks |)rove blood relationship and descent from a common 
ancestor tliaii to claim that tlie hinge characters permit of sound 
deductions, for the same type of reasoning enters into each 
assertion. Moreover, the exponents of one method of classifica-
tion rarely have a thorough knowledge of the other method to 
which they object. Schemes of phylogeny are subjective, not 
objective, whether they be as determined by zoologists or by 
paleontologists. 
A single morphologic feature common to the constituent ele-
ments of a family is not sufficient. In the case of the nuculids, 
not only must all the spe<Mes and genera have a chondrophore, 
but they must all have also taxodont dentition, et cetera. 
This second principle — an assemblage of morphologic fea-
tures — must govern a definition of a family. When a certain 
combination of homologous structures is taken as defining a 
family, a change in this combination demands the recognition 
of another family. Suppose, for example, that characters 1, 3, 
i, 7 and 9 are shared by all the genera of Family A ; another 
group of genera shares characters 1, 3, 5, G, and 8. This would 
justify the recognition of Family B, despite the fact that cha-
racters 1 and 3 are present in both families. That certain cha-
racters have greater systematic value than others is, of course, 
obvious. In defining the family Nuculidae, the adductor muscle 
scars are not to be ranked Avith the chondrophore ; the position 
of the ligament is more important than sculpture (43) ; and a 
(43) Dr. Ed. Lamy, discussing classification with me in Paris (Fe-
bruary 5, 1984) emphasized the points brought out in his paper on 
resemblances in the case of mollusks (Journ. Conchy., vol. LXXVI, 
pp. 142-181, 1932). He believes that sculpture has little taxonomie 
value because sculpture is so often an ecologie response, frequently 
due to convergence. I do not here question the principle of conver-
gence, though I am of the opinion that many of the « facts » pre-
sented in its favor are not convincing, especially when single mor-
phologic features are selected. As for the nuculids, I believe that 
there is a correlation between the mantle of the animal and the ribs 
of the shell and that, therefore, the sculpture in this family is not 
due to environmental influences. This opinion is supported by the 
fact that there are numerous species of Acila ranging in age from 
Cretaceous to Recent, and to-day living in various habitats. 
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nacreous shell means more than size. Not one of these characters 
can be taken as the sole criterion in establishing the boundaries 
of the family. 
Also governing the definition of a family are utility and prac-
ticality. Taxonomists may draw lines where none exist in nature, 
and the result has been what many regard as an appalling mul-
tiplication of names. Yet in the spirit of justice one may enquire 
whether it is not actually scientifically unsound to have too few 
names just as it is to have too many. One science generally 
depends — in an uncritical fashion — upon the words produced 
by another science. The proof of the principle of the longevity 
of generalized types of organisms, for instance, is sometimes 
based upon names. Thus, in order to prove the antiquity of mo-
dern deep sea organisms scholars have cited, as a case in point, 
Tslucula — a form that they suppose has endured from the early 
Paleozoic to the present. But what is meant by the word 
« Nucula »? As proof of he biogenetic « law » (44) one often reads 
the statement that other bivalves recapitulate the characters of 
Nuonla and that the Nuculida« are the stock from which sprang 
all other pelecypods. I t is easy to prove any theory, and thus to 
establish any law, when the terms are conveniently defined. I t 
is simple to make the Nuculidae a radicle for a phylogeny when 
by definition it is a family comprising all bivalve mollusks with 
taxodont dentition, whether they have little else in common with 
the type sepcies of Nucula or not. 
The classification of genera into families will vary with the 
worker and with time. A grouping that may seem practical at 
one time for one investigator may be totally impractical for him 
and for others at a later date when more specimens are at hand 
and the technique of investigation lias improved. I t is a simple 
task to synchronize widely separated geologic formations and to 
show the wanderings of animals during past epochs when the 
species are broadly defined but it is next to impossible to do so 
when they are so minutely discriminated that only the original 
author can identify the species — if he knows the locality and 
(44) Perhaps no theory adopted by paleontologists is so generally 
misunderstood and misapplied as the biogenetic « law )>, but it is 
beside the point to enlarge upon this theme here. Those who insist 
on referring to the (c conclusive proof » offered by the ammonites 
may well refer to a review by Spath published recently in the Palae-
ontologisches Zentralblatt (Ab. B, Bd. 3, pp. 345-347, 1 November, 
1933) ; also his » The evolution of the Cephalopoda » in Biol. Rev., 
vol. VIII, N° 4, pp. 418-462, Cambridge, 1933. 
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age. A practical classification, it seems to me, is one that is 
based upon careful, non-i)rovinciMl morphologic and nomencla-
tural studies, and one that other experienced taxonomists can 
understand and apply. 
The definition of a family is unfortunately rendered difficult 
by many obstacles. To determine wheter a « new » genus is based 
upon an immature representative of a previously named genus 
is an illustration of one difficulty. Sometimes it is necessary to 
examine a score or more Recent shells to find one individual 
that has the hinge well enough preserved so that one can gain 
an exact idea of the character and number of teeth. This diffi 
culty is greatly magnified in the case of fossil forms. Does it 
not seem strange that while many writers have many times 
announced their conviction that the hinge is the most important 
part of the shell for the discrimination of the various systematic 
units yet those same writers have erected new genera and sub-
genera without having seen the hinge of the type species? 
As a corollary of a definition of the family is the matter of 
nomenclature. For the Foraminifera Galloway (45) recently 
applied the « international » rules of zoological nomenclature to 
families and subfamilies as rigidly as to genera and species. Was 
Galloway correct in applying the law of pi'iority to families ? 
This question, I think, needs to be discussed by systematists in 
general before following in Galloway's footsteps. The most 
logical system (46) to follow in family nomenclature appears to 
be as follows : The family name is derived from the name of the 
type genus and changés with it. The type genus is the genus 
taken as type by the author Avho first separates the family (and 
not the oldest described genus included in the family). If two 
genera which have been made family types are bought together 
into the same family, the latter takes its name from the one 
first made a family type. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I I I . 
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FIGURE 1. 
Lateral aspect (X 2) of Nucula (Pectimicula) pectinnta Sowerby, 
from the Gault (Cretaceous) of Folkestone, England. Hypo-
type N° 25, Cat. Types Invert, ter. Musée royal d'Histoire 
naturelle de Belgique. The specimen is 27 mim. long. Note 
the strong radial ribs. (Original drawing.) 23 
FIGURE la. 
Escutcheonal view (X 2) of Nuctihi (Pectinucula) j>ectinnta So-
werby, from the Gault (Cretaceous) of Folkestone, England. 
Hypotype N" 26, Cat. Types Invert, ter. Musée royal d'His-
toire naturelle de Belgique. This specimen is 26 mm. long and 
14.3 mm. thick. Note that when being drawn the specimen 
was sligthly tilted. (Original drawing.) 23 
FIGURE lb. 
Dorsal view (X 2) of Nucula (Pectinucul-a) jiectinntn Sowerby 
froan the Gault (Cretaceous) of Folkestone, England. Hypo-
type N" 26, Cat. Types Invert, ter. Musée royal d'Histoire 
naturelle de Belgique. Same specimen shown in figure la. 
(Original drawing.) 23 
FIGURE Ic. 
Hinge view (X 5) of a poorly preserved specimen of Nuctila 
(Pectinucula) pectinata Sowerby from the Gault (Creta-
ceous) of Epothémont (Aube), France. Hypotype N" 27, Cat. 
Types Invert, ter. Musée royal d'Histoire naturelle de Bel-
gique. This shell is 19 mm. long. (Original drawing) 23 
FIGURE 2. 
Hinge view (X 8.5) of Niicula nvclevK Linné, an immature indi-
vidual from Arcachon, au large, France. This Recent shell, 
though only 2.3 mm. long, has a distinct ehondrophore. Hy-
potype donated by Ph. Dautzenberg to the Musée royal 
d'Histoire naturelle de Belgique. (Original drawing.) 18 
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FIGURE 3. 
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Drawn copies (X 7.2) of the original figures of Prninicula deco-
rosa Hedley, Mem. IV, Australian Museum, Pa r t 5, p. 290, 
fig. 39, 1902. The specimens are from off Por t Keonbla in 63-
75 fathoms 22 
FIGURE 4. 
View (X 3) of the interior of a left valve of Ennucula obliqua 
(Lamarck), deposited in the British Museum (Natura l His-
tory) ; from North-east Australia, Arafura Sea, 32-36 fa-
thoms; « Alert » collection 83. 1. 8. 26. The shell (27.6 mm. 
long) shows the numerous muscle scars anterior to the oblique 
chondrophore. A hole has been drilled through the shell in 
the umbonal area. The elongate scar is the median scar. (Ori-
ginal drawing.) 37 
FIGURE 4a. 
Interior view (X 6) of the holotype of Nitciila obliqua Lamarck, 
the type species of Eiinuculu Iredale. Note the orientation of 
the chondrophore and the number of teeth. The shell (10.8 mm. 
long) is from » Cap aux Huîtres », Australia, and is depo-
sited in the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Par is , 
France. (Original drawing from nature by N. Bourdares)... 37 
FIGURE 4b. 
Enlarged view (X 10) of the hinge of the holotype of Nucula 
obliqua Lamarck. Recent, Australia. See figure 4a, the same 
specimen. Compare this hinge with that of Nticiila nucleus 
shown on PI. V, .fig. la. (Original drawing by N. Bourdares). 37 
FIGURE 5. 
Drawn copy (X 2.2) of one of the original figures of Nucula al-
beusis d'Orbigny, taken from PI. 301, fig. 15 of c( Paléonto-
logie Française, Terrains Crétacés, I I I , Lamellibranches )>. 
The holotype, deposited in the Muséum National d'Histoire 
Naturelle, Paris, is 13 mm. long and is from the Albian (Cre-
taceous) of Dienville, France. This is the type species of 
Leiunucula Quenstedt, 1930 33 
FIGURE 5a. 
Esculcheonal view (X 3) of a specimen of Nucula albensis d'Or-
bigny from the Albian (Cretaceous) of Revigny, France. The 
specimen (height, 13.7 mm.) is deposited in the Inst i tu t de 
Géologie Appliquée of the Université de Nancy, France. 
(Original drawing.) 33 
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FIGURE 5b. 
Drawn copy (X 2.2) of one of the original figures of Nucula al-
hensis d'Orbigny, taken from PI. 301, fig. 16 of <( Paleonto-
logie Française, Terrains Crétacés, I I I , Lamellibranches ». 
See figure 5. Cretaceous, France 33 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV. 
FIGURE 1. 
Lateral view (X 2) of a topotype of Nucula hammeri De France, 
the type species of Palaeonucula Quenstedt, 1930. The speci-
men (29.4 mm. long, 16.5 mm. high, and 15.3 mm. thick) is 
from the upper Lias (Jurassic) of Gundershofen, Alsace, and 
is deposited in the paleontological collection at the Univer-
sity of Louvain, Belgium. See also figs, l a and lb. (Original 
drawing.) 35 
FIGURE la. 
Escutcheonal view (X 2) of the same specimen shown in figs. 1 
and lb : topotype of Nucula hammeri De France. Contrast 
the curvature of the beaks shown here with tha t of fig. 2a... 35 
FIGURE lb. 
Dorsal view (X 2) of the same specimen shown in figs. 1 and lb : 
topotype of Nucula hammeri De France. Note that the beaks 
are not strongly opisthogyrate; compare with fig. 2b. (Ori-
ginal drawing.) 35 
FIGURE 2. 
Lateral view (X 2) of Nuculopsis girtyi Schenck, new name. 
This specimen (length, 14.1 mm.; height, 10.1 mm.; thick-
ness, 10.3 mm.) from the Graham formation, late Paleozoic 
of the State of Texas, U. S. A., is in the collection (N° 10.238) 
of the Musée royal d 'Histoire naturelle de Belgique. See also 
figs. 2a and 2b. (Original drawing.) 29 
FIGURE 2a. 
Escutcheonal view (X 2) of the same specimen shown in figs. 2 
and 2b : Nuculopsis girtyi Schenck, new name. The beaks 
are strongly opisthogyrate. (Original drawing.) 29 
FIGURE 2b. 
Dorsal view (X 2) of the same specimen shown in figs. 2 and 2a; 
Nuculopsis girtyi Schenck, new name. (Original drawing.). . . 29 
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Lateral view (X 3) of Ennucula obliqua (Lamarck). The shell 
(length, 14.0 mm.; height, 10.5 mm.; thickness, 6.5 mm.) is 
from Port Jackson, Australia, and is deposited in the British 
Museum (Natura l History), register number « Rattlesnake 
collection » 60. 5. 31. 38. Other vie\\s of the same shell are 
figs. 3a and 3b. (Original drawing.) 37 
FIGURE 3a. 
Escutcheonal view (X 3) of the same specimen shown in figs. 3 
and 3b : Ennucula obliqua (Lamarck). Recent, Australia. 
Compare with PI. I l l , fig. 5a. (Original drawing.) 37 
FIGURE 3b. 
Dorsal view (X 3 1/14) of the same specimen shown in figs. 3 and 
3a: Ennucula obliqua (Lamarck). Recent; Australia. (Origi-
nal drawing.) 37 
FIGURE 4. 
Lateral view (X 5) of Niieula nucleus (Linné). The specimen 
(length, 7.8 mm.; height, 6.3 mm.; thickness, 3.7 mm.) was 
taken by dredging off Arcachon, au large, near Bordeaux, 
France, and is deposited (N" 10247) in the Musée royal d'His-
toire naturelle de Belgique. Other views of the same shell 
are figs. 4a and 4b. See also PI. I, fig. 8, and PI. V, figs. 1 
and la. (Original drawing.) 18 
FIGURE 4a. 
Escutcheonal view (X 5) of the same specimen shown in figs. 4 
and 4 b : Nucula nuc'leus (Linné). Recent; Europe. (Original 
drawing.) 18 
FIGURE 4b. 
Dorsal view (X 5) of the same specimen shown lin figs. 4 and 4a: 
Nucula nucleus (Linné). Recent; Europe. The orientation of 
the shell during drawing accentuates the projection of the 
posterior margin. (Original drawing.) 18 
FIGURE 5. 
Lateral view (X 3) of Xuculonia castor (d'Orbigny), This fossil 
(length, 19 mm.; height, 12.8 mm.; thickness, 11. 2 mm.) is 
from the Jurassic of Brainville, France, and is deposited in 
the collections at the L'niversity of Nancy as <( Nucula » cas-
tor. (Original drawing.) 26 
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Escutcheonal view (X 3) of the same specimen shown in figs. 5 
and 5b : Nuculuma caatur (d'Orbigny). Jurass ic ; France. 
(Original drawing.) 26 
FIGURE 5b. 
Dorsal view (X 3) of the same specimen shown in figs. 5 and 5a: 
Nuciiloma castor (d'Orbigny). Jurass ic ; France. (Original 
drawing.) 26 
FIGURE 5C. 
Interior view (X 5) of Nuculoma castor (d'Orbigny). This left 
valve (length, 10.5 mm.) is from the Jurassic of Marault , 
France. The numerous muscle scars are not shown because of 
poor preservation of the fossil. (Original drawing.) 26 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE V. 
FIGURE 1. 
Interior view (X 5) of a left valve NuiiJa vuc'leus (Linné) taken 
by di'edging between Marseille and Villefranche, France. 
The shell(9.8 mm. long)is deposited in the Musée royal d'His-
toire naturelle de Belgique. Compare the orientation of the 
chondrophore and the number of teeth with PI. I l l , fig. 4 
and PI. IV, fig. 5c. See also PI. I l l , fig. 2. The many muscle 
scars situated between the two adductor muscle impressions 
are concentrated towards the anterior par t of the shell. The 
elongate scar is the median muscle scar. (Original drawing.). 18 
Figure la. 
Interior view (X 5) of the right valve of the same individual as 
fig. 1: Niicuhi niic/eus (L inné) ) ; Recent; France. Compare 
with PI. I l l , figs. Ic, 4a, and 4b. (Original drawing.) 18 
FIGURE 2. 
Exterior view (X 8) of Brevinucula giiineensis (Thiele). Recent, 
Atlantic, off the west coast of Africa. This shell measured 
along the truncate side is 3.9 mm. in height ; length, 4 mm. ; 
thickness, 2.1 mm. (Original drawing.) 40 
FIGURE 2a. 
Escutcheonal view (X 8) of the same shell shown in figs. 2 and 
2b: Brevinucula guincensis (Thiele). Recent; Atlantic. (Ori-
ginal drawing.) The figured specimens of this species, dona-
ted by Professor J . Thiele, are in the Musée royal d'Histoire 
naturelle de Belgique 40 
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Dorsal view (X 8) of the same shell shown in figs. 2 and 2a: 
Bievinucula gulneensis (Thiele). Recent; Atlantic. (Original 
drawing.) 40 
Figure 2c. 
Interior view (X 8) of a right valve of Brevinnnda guineensis 
(Thiele) from off the coast of West Afica. Height, 4.2 mm. ; 
length, 4. 4 mm. The two adductor muscle scars are clearly 
defined, but the supplementary muscle scars, situated between 
the chondrophore and the ventral margin, are faint. (Ori-
ginal drawing.) 40 
FIGURE 3. 
Lateral view (X 3 7?) of the type of Nucul-a umhonata 8mith, re-
named praeteiita Iredale, and taken as the type of a new 
genus, üeminucula Iredale, 1931. The original description 
gives the length of the type as 3 1/3 mm. ; it is in the British 
Museum (Natura l History), labelled » Off Sydney in 410 fms. 
« Challenger ». 89.2, 13. 12-13, Station 164 B ». The figures 
here presented (3, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d) of the holotype are redrawn 
- from original drawings by G. M. Woodward, checked by 
J . R. le B. Tomlin 43 
FIGURE 3a. 
Interior view (X 3 'y?) of the same valve shown in fig. 3 : Beminu-
cula praetettta (Iredale). Recent, Australia. Note that there 
is no chondrophore. According to the definition here presen-
ted, this species is excluded from the family Nuculidae 43 
FIGURE 3b. 
Interior view (X 3 7?) of one valve of the holotype of Deminucula 
praetenta (Iredale). Recent; Australia 43 
FIGURE 3C. 
Exterior view (X 3 Vv) of the same valve shown in fig. 3b: Demi-
nucula p>-aetenta ( Iredale) . Recent; Austral ia 43 
FIGURE 3d. 
Dorsal view (X 3 V?) of the type of Beminucula pratenta (Ire-
dale). Recent; Australia 43 
PLATE III . 
PLATE IV. 
OF NUOULID PELECYPODS 77 
PLATE V. 
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Taxonomie units eligible for selection as members of the family 
Nuculidae : 
(A) Foiims with denticulate ventral margins. 
(1) Nucida Lamarck, 1790 18 
(2) Pronu€ula Hedley, 1902 22 
(3) Pectinucula Quenstedt, 1930 23 
(4) Lirmcula Marwick, 1931 25 
(B) Forms with smooth inner ventral margins. 
(5) Nuculoma Cossmann, 1907 26 
(6) Nuculopsis Girty, 1911 29 
(7) Nuculuidea Williams and Breger, 1916 30 
(8) « Nuculopnis )) Woodring, 1925 33 
(9) Leionuctda Quenstedt, 1930 33 
(10) Palaeonucula Quenstedt, 1930 35 
(11) Ennucula Iredale, 1931 37 
(12) Brerinunih Thiele, 1934 40 
(C) Forms with divaricate sculpture. 
(13) Acila H. and A. Adams, 1858 41 
(14) Tnaicacila Schenck, 1931 42 
(D) Systematic position uncertain. 
(15) Deminucula Iredale, 1931 43 
(16) Prutonucula Cotton, 1930 44 
(17) Nuciihi tuberculrifn Gabb, 1873 45 
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